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The G views 
Bowling "Green State "University 
Seniors Nina Skokul Mid Fred Bracken, tachniclana at WBGU-TV, 
operate camera and graphical transmissions while Ireahman Dave Zlm- 
merlln, floor manager, positions cameras during Update, the station's 6 
o'clock news presentation. The proposed merger ot WBQU and WQTE In 
staff photos by George Lundskow 
Toledo has drawn concern from University faculty members, who feer the 
loaa of professional training for the students seeking a degree In broad- 
casting. 
tues- 
day4-17-79 
WBGU merger seeks to cut costs, 
eliminate programming duplication 
Rec center policy 
aimed at 'no-shows' 
A crackdown on "no-shows" 
with court reservations at the 
Student Recreation Center was 
implemented recently because of 
increased court demand. 
The policy has been in effect 
since last quarter, according to 
Ben McGuire, rec center 
director. It was not strictly en- 
forced because there wasn't the 
high demand for court time. 
Students with court reser- 
vations should pick up their 
reservation slip before entering 
the court. Those who don't get 
their slip will be cataloged as 
"no-shows". If they have a 
second "no-show", they will not 
be allowed to make a court 
reservation for the remainder of 
the quarter. 
McGuire said many students 
are phoning in court can- 
cellations ahead of time. 
Reservations are made on the 
hour, allowing students 30 
minutes to reach the court after a 
class. 
elsewhere 
WASHINGTON-Social 
Security System trustees say a 
recession could create new 
financial problems for the 
retirement system by 1983, 
despite higher payroll taxes 
already scheduled to take effect. 
Pace 7. 
weather 
Partly irany-High 5oF(15C), 
low 37 F (3 C), 0 percent chance 
precipitation. 
by Denlse Sakal 
ataff reporter 
A possible merger between WBGU- 
TV and WGTE-TV is being discussed in 
hopes of economizing and avoiding 
costly duplication of programming, but 
according to Dr. Duane E. Tucker, 
station manager at channel 57, such 
duplication can be an advantage. 
"In my opinion, there is an advantage 
in being able to watch programs that 
one station purchases and the other 
doesn't. There is an advantage in 
having more choice with day and time 
of a program," Tucker said, explaining 
that about one third of the people in 
northwest Ohio can watch both stations, 
but the programs are broadcast at 
different times. 
"I would say there is virtually no 
duplication in the types of things we 
produce. We produce programs 
designed for cities in rural northwest 
Ohio and instructional programs for the 
University, and it is my understanding 
that they (channel 30) produce for 
Toledo. 
WBGU-TV  produces programs for 
closed circuit television instruction in 
University classrooms, programs 
broadcast for the general public and 
some programs used for both in- 
structional and public use, Tucker said. 
THE STATION produces a variety of 
different shows including talk shows, 
musical concerts from the college of 
musical arts, BG Close Ups, a show 
dealing with various aspects of the 
University, Ice Horizons, play-by-play 
coverage of sporting events and the 
evening Update newscast, Tucker said. 
He added tj.at Up Wte has produced 
television newscasters who now work 
all over the country 
Dr. Denise Trauth, assistant director 
of the School of Speech said there are 
between 40-50 students who are radio- 
TV-film majors at the University, 
several graduate students with 
assistantships and some students with 
internships who work at WBGU. The 
possibility of a merger could threaten 
this learning situation. 
Trauth questioned whether a new 
station   could   offer   as   many   op- 
portunities as channel 57, whether the 
opportunities were the same and 
whether the station would be as easily 
accessible to students as WBGU. 
THERE ARE presently three persons 
who work at WBGU and are also on the 
staff of the University. If such a merger 
occurs and the new station employees 
these persons, there is a question of 
whether they could continue to work at 
the University, she said. 
According to Tucker, production 
costs vary from $250 to produce a talk 
show to $3,000 for a major on-locab'on 
production using the mobile unit. He 
added that a large proportion of the 
programs are produced outside the 
studio. 
It costs about $50,000 a year to 
produce Update, the daily evening 
newscast, but approximately $22,000 of 
that amount is in student salaries. Total 
revenue in all student wages amounts 
to $90,000. 
THIRTY-FOUR full-time staff 
members work at the station. Twenty- 
Blackout, floodings test city 
Commendation: 
Order prevails despit^ 
Thursday night blackout 
by Jim Flick 
ataff reporter 
What happens when you put about a thousand college students in downtown 
bars, let them drink for a few hours and then turn off the lights? 
Bowling Green found out last Thursday night when the city's electrical power 
was cut off at midnight. 
The problem was that the circuit breakers in the transformers leading into 
the city blew-roughly equivalent to blowing a fuse, according to Lyle Wright, 
assistant director of Bowling Green's Municipal Utilities. 
"It was a prime drinking night," Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash said. 
"Thursday night is always a big party night, and last Thursday was the first 
warm Thursday we've had. So the bars were packed. 
"WHEN THE lights went out, most of the bars closed. The students went 
outside and about 1,000 people filled Court Street. There were no problems, no 
damage or vandalism. It was a little loud, but who cares? Besides, I don't think 
it was all that loud. 
"I think the students should be commended on the way they handled them- 
selves. The potential for a blow-up was there. If the students had gotten out of 
hand, we could have had a real problem. But they didn't," Ash said. 
He added that the police department received no complaints about students 
and did not call extra officers into the downtown area, even though "a few 
(students) had had as much (alcohol) as the could handle." 
THE STUDENTS did leave a lot of broken bottles and glasses on the street 
when they dispersed about 2 a.m., Ash said, but street-cleaners swept the glass 
away before morning. 
"Yeah, a lot of people broke glasses and bottles in the street, but I guess that's 
to be expected," Terry Kline, the night manager at Howard's, said. 
"Inside, it was really orderly," he added. "I was really surprised. Everybody 
just treated us like it was a good time." 
Howard's replaced the elctric lights with candles and stayed open until about 
1 a.m., waiting for the lights to come back on, Kline said. 
HOWARD'S WAS packed when the lights went out. When the bar closed 50 
people were left inside, Kline said and they left quietly. 
The same was true down the street at Some Other Place. "Everyone wa 
pretty cool," barmaid Cindy Michaels remembered. "It was no big deal, i 
didn't get rowdy. Everyone was laughing because people kept burning their 
fingers on their lighters. 
"Everyone was just sitting around, waiting for whatever to happen." 
After the lights flickered on and off five or six times, they finally came back 
on for good at about 4:30a.m. Wright said.  
two are funded through the University 
salary budget which amounts to about 
$359,000, while the remainder of em- 
ployee wages come from grants outside 
the University, he said. 
Over the past 15 years, the station has 
accumulated a capital investment of 
$2,300,000 in production and station 
equipment, but $1,500,000 was used 
toward colorizing the station. Tucker 
said the University invested $35,000 of 
that amount, while the majority of the 
art equipment was provided primarily 
by the federal and state government. 
The station is equipped with three 
color studio cameras, four high band 
videotape recorders, two portable 
camera systems, an editing system, a 
computerized tape editing system, 16 
millimeter sound movie cameras and a 
mobile unit, he said. 
Tucker said it costs about $1.4 million 
annually to operate the station, but the 
University funds only $400,000 for 
broadcast operation excluding closed 
circuit operation. 
Council learns from emergency weekend 
by Keith Jameson 
ataff reporter 
The city learned how to deal with 
two types of emergency situations 
after last Fi may's power failure 
downtown and last weekend's flooding, 
according to Bowling Green Mayor 
Alvin Perkins' report at last night's 
City Council meeting. 
Perkins said that emergency 
telephone lines will be repaired, to 
ensure prompt response if another 
emergency like the blackout should 
occur. 
The  mayor  also commended  Lt. 
Thomas   Latava,   the   commanding 
officer at the time, for containing a 
serious    and    potentially    explosive 
■ 
situation on East Court Street during 
the blackout. 
Perkins complimented downtown bar 
patrons for their behavior when placed 
in a precarious position. 
ACCORDING TO Perkins, the city is 
experiencing the greatest electrical 
usage growth in Ohio, and this increase 
is causing some rough spots, yet to be 
worked out of the electrical system. 
The blackout is attributed to a reverse 
current relay failure. 
Bowling Green is "a lot better off 
than a lot of people" when lt cornea to 
last weekend's flooding, Perkins said, 
but the flooding only points to the in- 
creased need for the proposed water 
treatment plant and more retention 
ponds to control the water level. 
Assistant Director of Utilities I.yle B. 
Wright also commended both utilities 
and non-utilities employees for their 
competent and professional manner 
during the emergencies. 
GENE POOR was allowed a lobby 
visitation to explain the idea behind a 
planned restaurant. Poor said that the 
city needs a "good, first-class quality 
restaurant" and tha* the restaurant 
would not be a bar or disco and be 
decorated in a turn-of-the-century 
motif. 
In other business, council passed a 
zoning petition to change a 40-acre lot 
west of Dunbridge Road from A-l 
agricultural to S-l Planned Residential. 
Council also passed a resolution that 
would authorize the municipal ad- 
ministrator to accept an offer of a grant 
under Title V of the Older Americans 
Act for the purchasing of equipment for 
the Planned Senior Citizens Center. 
AN AMENDED resolution that would 
give the city liability insurance totaling 
$3 million was also paased 4-3 by 
council. 
The resolution was amended by 
Joyce Kepke, Councilman-at-large, so 
that the city could purchase $3 million 
of coverage for premiums of $14,772 
instead of $1 million coverage for 
premiums of $9,232. 
Municipal Administrator, Wesley K. 
Hoffman, cited an increased number of 
city employees and added risks that 
some employees take, such as 
paramedics, as reasons for additional 
coverage. 
COUNCIL PASSED an ordinance 
that would authorize the Board of 
Public Utilities to advertise and enter 
into a contract or contracts for the sale 
of scrap materials. 
An ordinance to provide for the tap-in 
charge for the East Poe Road waterllne 
extension was also adopted by council. 
Council voted to table ordinances that 
would approve a site plan presented by 
the Wrenhaven Condominiums In an S-l 
Planned Residential District and that 
would amend the zoning district map 
from B-l to R-2 for Lots 9,10,11 and 12 
in the Klopf enstein Addition. 
opinion— 
what about equality? 
"Fourscore and seven years ago our fathers brought forth on this 
continent a new nation, conceived in liberty and dedicated to the 
proposition that all men are created equal." 
President Abraham Lincoln uttered those famous words in his Get- 
tysburg Address 116 years ago. Then as now, we as Americans have 
aspired to the lofty ideal of "liberty and justice for all." Sadly, it seems 
that the courts of Ohio have lost sight of their noble purpose to carry out 
this ideal. 
That claim is buttressed by statistics which were compiled in a study of 
the Ohio criminal justice system and which reveal an appalling disparity 
in the application of the death penalty for blacks and whites convicted of 
murder. 
The study, conducted by Professor Glenn Pierce, a sociologist at 
Northeastern University in Boston, makes it clear that bigotry and 
racism have not been weeded out of our judicial system. 
His studies show that blacks convicted of killing whites in Ohio since 
1972 have a 21.4 percent probability of being sentenced to the electric 
chair, while whites who killed blacks had a zero percent chance or 
receiving the death penalty. Furthermore, whites who killed whites were 
sentenced to death at a 5.6 percent probability rate, while blacks who 
killed blacks received the death penalty only 1.7 percent of the time. 
Regardless of the race of the person charged with murder, it was far 
safer to kill a black than a white in Ohio. 
These statistics demonstrate that some Ohio judges do not value the 
lives of black persons and emphasizes Ohio's need for more equal ap- 
plication of the law. Perhaps new criteria for selecting judges need to be 
formulated to lessen the chances of electing a racist judge to office. 
Whatever the solution is, it must be carried out as quickly as possible. A 
system of justice that is corrupted by bigotry and racist attitudes is 
slowly sowing the seeds of its own destruction. 
darifioatiflo 
The News would like to clarify Friday's editorial "Apathy strikes SGA 
Elections." In Thursday's election the candidates in the Offenhauer and 
Chapman-Dun bar districts are unopposed. No one is running for the 
Compton-Darrow spot. 
No write-in candidates will be accepted on election day. 
THE OTHER TEAM ISN'T THAT GOOD... BUT TWEK PITCHER 
IS THE BBT THING TUAT EVER HATOCD 1Z> CO-ED 50FTBALL' 
letters. 
rape protection 
info is needed 
A sincere "thank you" is extended to 
everyone who attended "Rap on Rape" 
on Tuesday, April 10. The high caliber 
of questions and discussion showed 
interest in at least those people who 
were in attendance. I wish that the 
entire campus could be exposed to 
some of the statistics and ideas that 
were elicited from the presentation. 
For example, FBI statistics state that 
only three out of 10 rapes were actually 
reported. 
Unfortunately, no records are ap- 
parently available concerning the 
number of rapes that occur on our 
campus. However, this does NOT mean 
that rapes do not take place here. 
Ironically, a young lady was accosted 
in my residence hall the evening 
following this rape awareness seminar. 
Luckily she was not injured only 
shaken, which in itself is terrifying 
enough. 
Women can protect themselves by 
utilizing the campus escort service, 
enforcing the escort policy in residence 
halls.keeping their doors locked or 
taking a self-defense coulrs offered by 
the University. One should realize that 
an attack can occur while walking 
home alone from a bar just as easily as 
walking home alone from a class. Most 
importantly, women should not hesitate 
to report rape cases and seek coun- 
seling, either through her resident 
advisor, the Link, orthe Counseling and 
Career Development Center. Use your 
common sense, ladies, and let's 
reclaim the night. 
SaraJ.Sherick 
313 Dunbar 
donor's blood 
is not wanted 
Wednesday I was faced with an un- 
believable situation. I have always 
donated blood whenever and as often as 
possible. But on Wednesday I was 
turned down at the door-I was not 
allowed to give blood becvause I had 
not made an appointment! 
I only discovered the bloodmobile 
was going to be at the Union on Mon- 
day-one day before its arrival. Out of 
the three days available, there was only 
one two-hour span between my classes 
when I could donate. I called for an 
appointment, and was told that time 
■lot waa filled and therefore I would not 
be able to give blood. 
I remembered the last two times I 
donated at the University, and knew 
many people were squeezed in who did 
not have appointments. So I went to the 
ballroom anyway and asked the lady at 
the door if I could still donate my blood. 
She said no, and when I questioned her, 
she sent me to the woman in charge. I 
was then told the same thing, but this 
time I wanted to know why I was being 
refused as a donor. Her answers were 
that they didn't allow any walk-ins 
because they did not want to make us 
wait for two hours; and also the nurses 
were "pretty well holding their own." I 
looked around me and saw empty beds, 
and nurses sitting at tables with no 
donors to wait on. It certainly did not 
seem as though every nurse was busy. 
It was my choice, knowing full well I 
could be there for two hours, to donate 
my blood. It was me who decided it was 
well worth my time. And if the blood- 
mobile feels it is being swamped with 
reader is led to believe that the bulk of 
his address had to do with nuclear 
power and the David-Besse plant. Upon 
a close examination of Kucinich's 
speech you would find that this was not 
true, rather he covered a wide spec- 
trum of the problems that Americans, 
especially city dwellers, face. 
I feel that the News should have 
focused more on Kucinich's themes of 
manipulation of consumers by utilities, 
need for economic change, inflation, 
the inability of most Americans to stay 
up with rising inflation, and his attack 
on federal economics. 
His solutions to these problems just 
didn't have him mentioning that 
Americans should become more in- 
volved. Kucinich called for progressive 
changes, federal job incentives for big 
cities whose population is decreasing 
because of the decaying job market, 
tended a meeting of the executive 
board, and often missed the regular 
assembly meetings. After two quarters 
of this irresponsibility, she was asked 
to resign. 
In reference to Ms. Burich's claim to 
ber SGA.Committee chairmanship; it is 
true, she was chairman of the Elections 
and Opinions Board. However, a few 
weeks ago Ms. Burich resigned from 
that post. 
I feel these facts about Ms. Burich 
needed to be brought to the attention of 
the voting populace before the eletion 
occurs. Also, I wish to state that in no 
way does the Resident Student 
Association endorse or condone Ms. 
Burich or the use of the name of our 
organization for her political 
aspirations. 
Maribeth Griffin 
HBLowryHall 
'■mtKdum:WTOijRsro§«fBRWNCAUO>THE AJPUALYITCPEVKIKRMWNG 
MCRE WMIGM.V1H3 10 INTOPBQmTJlAimWR.... ^rT$,»»tfCaYA00lNT.'' 
donors, why can't they recruit more 
nurses, or remain open longer hours 
and for more days? 
I am thoroughly disgusted with the 
attitude of the Red Cross. Denying me 
to give blood is like denying someone 
else the right to live. I wonder how 
many others have been turned down. 
The next time I hear a Red Cross 
bulletin begging for blood donors, I'll 
remind them of this incident and tell 
them how they might have missed a 
chance to save a life. 
Clndl Phallen 
lUDarrow 
news misses 
kucinich's point 
It seems to be the current trend of the 
media to jump on the Three Mile Island 
and dangers oif nuclear energy ban- 
dwagon. This new fad can have a 
disastrous affect in the reporting of 
news which is only slightly related to 
nuclear concerns. Point In case was the 
News article on Mayor Kucinich's 
address to the students of B.G.S.U. on 
Tuesday night. From the headline and 
at least one third of the piece, the 
example, the Cleveland market. He 
believed that the nation was becoming 
a mass of have and have nots and that it 
was the job of politicians like himself to 
find the answers to these problems. 
Kucinich asked for economic justice 
but I feel that the News faded in 
allowing him justice in the reporting of 
his speech. 
MikeCordeck 
445Darrow 
candidate is 
misleading 
As an executive board member of the 
Resident Student Association, I was 
appalled by the flagrant misuse of the 
name of our organization by a can- 
didate for the position of vice-president 
of SGA, Nadine Burich. Ms. Burich 
states in a list of her qualifications that 
she was a "3 Year Executive Member 
of Resident Student Association." In 
actuality, Ms. Burich was a member 
for only six quarters, and of these, only 
two were spent serving on the executive 
board.  Furthermore,  she  never  at- 
dorm change 
objected to 
What is this we hear that next year's 
Dunbar hall will no longer be Dunbar - 
rather Bromfield? From what we hear 
the administration has decided to switch 
Bromfield and Dunbar's location. To 
many of the girls here in Dunbar this 
not only comes as a shock but as an 
insult to our hall. Why was the decision 
made without asking us or our staff? 
We strongly feel that the changes 
shouldn't be made now. Why? 
1. It will be a waste of money to 
renovate the dorms: (e.g. remodelling 
girls and guys bathrooms). The money 
could be used to fix up our tunnel, buy 
new vacuum cleaners, and fix up our 
dorm in general. 
2. The rivalry will still exist between 
the two guy's dorms and if we are 
moved to Bromfield's location, both us 
and Chapman will be put in the middle 
of them. 
3. It would be harder to enforce security 
at night; the second floor of Anderson is 
connected to Bromfield and the guys 
could easily come through there and 
into the girls dorms with no trouble. 
The same thing applies to the present 
situation of Chapman and Dunbar. The 
only way to remedy this is to employ 
more people to act as door watchers, 
and the night guards would need to 
increase their awareness. 
4. In the long run, the property would be 
depreciated by the fact that there would 
be only one dorm out of four in good 
condition rather than two. 
5. It is rather late to be springing this 
idea; many people have been planning 
on living here next year, and would hate 
changing their plans at this late date 
since it is too late to get an apartment 
and many girls won't live anywhere 
else. Next year 11980-81) would give us 
more time to get adjusted and make 
plans to live elsewhere. 
6. If people are interested in co-ed 
dorms, they can move to Kreisher. Why 
change it here when everyone likes it 
the way it is? 
7. Who asked us in the first place how 
we felt about the situation? 
Sue Johnstone 
144 Dunbar 
UsaDorton 
Leslie Cook 
140 Dunbar 
prayer needed 
in schools 
Being a first-year teacher of seventh 
and eighth grade students in a central 
Ohio location, I would like to comment 
on President Carter's recent comment 
that prayers have no place in the 
classroom. 
I have found that if I did not allow my 
students to pray before tests, half of 
them would flunk (the other half I 
assume to be atheists, and would flunk 
out later in life I. 
I am sending a copy of this 
correspondence to the President, in the 
hope of receiving an intelligent 
response (or at the very least a pic- 
ture). 
Ralph Myers 
Mount Gilead 
guest column— 
we won't 
lift a finger 
--sap 
Spring quarter is an amusing time of 
year. As soon as the mercury hits sixty 
degrees, overanxious sun worshippers 
throw themselves on the ground, trying 
desperately to tan their shivering 
bodies; baseball, perhaps the most 
boring sport in the history of man, 
begins a new season; and the people 
with orange skin make their annual 
appearance. You know who I mean; the 
ones who overdosed on Coppertone 
during spring break. But most hilarious 
of all is the perennial occurrence of the 
SGA elections. The candidates, the 
News, and WFAL usually make a big 
deal out of these elections. Most 
students, however, regard them with 
little more than a yawn. In order to 
represent the unconcerned majority, 
the Student Apathy Party (SAP) has 
been formed. 
Clay Woomer 
Much thought went into the selection 
of our name. We could have called 
ourselves the Apathetic Student 
Society, but we decided not to. We had 
also thought of using Several 
Heterosexual Independent Types. 
Similarly, Five Uninterested College 
Kids was considered and duly rejected. 
Careful consideration was also given 
to the choosing of our party's candidate 
for the SGA presidency. After hours of 
deliberation (read drug abuse), I was 
chosen. SAP believes that I have the 
widest appeal as a candidate. I'm non- 
orange, I'm an independent, and I don't 
give a flying tinkle about SGA. 
BUT SAP also believes that apathy 
transcends rite, religion,/and 
preference of salad dressing. So, you 
might be an orange-skinned moonie 
who's really into Roquefort, but if 
you're apathetic, I'm your boy. You 
might even be a son of a bitch, but if 
you've always thought that SGA was an 
acronym for Several Goofy Aardvarks, 
remember my name this Thursday. 
Also, bribes and sexual favors will be 
accepted. Philanthropists and nym- 
phomaniacs, please take note. 
Well, it should be obvious by now that 
I'm really hot stuff. So, come on. Be a 
SAP and vote for me. If you still aren't 
convinced, keep reading. 
AS OUR name implies, we're 
apathetic. Nonetheless, we've given a 
great deal of thought to our platform 
and have decided to include only the 
most important issues facing us. First 
of all, we're calling for more dirty 
pictures in the BG News. There Just 
isn't enough to drool over. Secondly, we 
want to take all money allocated to SGA 
and blow it on drugs. And finally, we 
demand that the registrar include 
contraceptives with partial schedules 
since the students are getting screwed. 
None of my opponents, by the way, has 
addressed himself to these matters. 
Keep that in mind should you happen to 
vote. 
I haven't had my left forearm tat- 
tooed or whatever it is that SGA can- 
didates have to do, but that's okay. You 
can still vote for me as a write-in 
candidate. If you don't vote for me, 
that's okay, too. If I were elected I 
probably wouldn't make it to the 
meetings anyway. 
Clay Woomer is a student at the 
University. 
.The 315 'Sews. 
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briefs What's really happening in Cleveland? 
4-17-79 The BG News 3 
Kappa Phi tea 
Kappa Phi, a aervice-oriented Christian sorority, will sponsor a Rose Tea at 
7:10 p.m. today at the Trinity United Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit St The 
organizational meeting is free and public. For information call Deb at 352-3283 
or Mary at 352-4844. 
Summer camp jobs 
Personnel from Hiram House Camp of Cleveland will be at the University 
today to interview students for summer Jobs, including working with low- 
income, mentally retarded and physically handicapped chilren. Students can 
sign up for interviews at the Student Employment Office, 460 Student Services 
Bldg. 
Correction 
The radio stations owned by Reams Broadcasting Co. were incorrectly 
reported in the story concerning discussion of a WBGU-WGTE-TV merger in 
Friday's News. The firm owns WCWA-AM and WIOT-FM. 
First aid course 
A course in first aid will be offered by the American Red Cross, 150 Gorrel 
Ave., from 6:30-10:30 p.m. April 24 and 25. The cost of the eight-hour course is$8 
for materials. For reservations call 353-4575. 
MEP pre-registration 
A pre-registration meeting for students Interested in the Methods Experience 
Program (MEP) will be at 6:30 p.m. today in 105 Hanna Hall. Guidelines for 
summer preparation for MEP will be discussed. Students attending should 
know the number of credit hours they will have completed by the end of spring 
quarter. 
AYH bike ride 
In honor of American Youth Hostel Week (AYH), May 6-12, the Erie-Ana 
Council, a local AYH chapter, is sponsoring the Black Swamp Century bike ride 
May 5. The 100-mile trek will begin at Bowling Green City Park and is public. 
Patches will be given to the first 220 entrants. For information call the Erie-Ana 
office from 1-3 p.m. at 352-1252. 
Scholarship applications 
Scholarship applications for the 1979-80 academic year at Firelands College 
are available. Academic Achievement, school and community activities and 
extracurricular accomplishments will be considered in awarding the 
scholarships, which range from $100 to $1,000. Deadline for applications is May 
1. For information call the Firelands Admissions office at 419-433-5560. 
Press editor profiles Kucinich 
by Panl O'Donnell 
The problems facing Cleveland today 
are not the sole responsibility of Mayor 
Dennis J. Kucinich, according to Herb 
Kamm, associate editor of the 
Cleveland Press. 
Kamm spoke last night on the topic 
"What's Really Happening In 
Cleveland" in 115 Education Bldg. The 
lecture was sponsored by the Union 
Activities Organization (UAO). 
"The problems are not the result of 
Dennis Kucinich alone, although he has 
compounded them," Kamm said. "The 
mayor's style has also had a lot to do 
with It" 
"His style is aggressive and hostile. 
It negates all that he hopes to achieve 
as mayor," the host of PBS's talk show, 
"Kamm's Corner," said. 
KAMM SAID the mayor's objectives 
cannot be faulted, but added that the 
tactics used by Kucinich to achieve 
those objectives are questionable. The 
result of Kucinich's actions has been a 
running civil war between the mayor 
and city council, he added. 
Kamm supported this by saying that 
during Kucinich's tenure he has vetoed 
38 pieces of legislation sent to him by 
council, and almost every one of those 
vetoes has been subsequently 
overridden. 
"All the blame should not be placed 
on Kucinich. City Council President 
George Forbes strongly dislikes the 
mayor, and is Just as stubborn," Kamm 
said. 
"KUCINICH BELIEVES very 
strongly in what he is doing, but he has 
never learned the art of give and take," 
he said. "Cleveland is a textbook case 
of how a city ought not to be run." 
"Most of what you read and hear 
about Cleveland la true. It is a racially 
divided community that is suffering 
from financial anemia," the 40-year 
newspaperman said. 
"He has manipulated the national 
media to an extent to which they don't 
even realize," he said. 
Despite his ability to handle the 
media, Kamm said Kucinich has a deep 
flaw in his personality. "He is an 
enigma.  He has quirks in his per- 
unseat Kucinich," Kamm said. 
In regards to allegations made by 
Kucinich that the coverage he has 
received from Cleveland media has 
been unfair, Kamm said he felt the 
overall coverage has been quite fair. 
"Kucinich believes 
very strongly in what he is doing, but he 
has never learned the art of give and 
take," Kamm said. "Cleveland is a 
textbook case of how a city ought not to 
be run." 
■ •■ 
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Herb Kamm 
Kamm described Kucinich as being 
an "extremely bright young man who 
has a remarkable instinct for public 
relations." The mayor is adept at 
dealing with and taking advantage of 
the media, he added. 
"HE IS ABLE to take questions out of 
context and then turn them Into an 
answer which gives him a favorable 
image," Kamm said. "He is the most 
well-spoken mayor in Cleveland's 
history, and probably the most ar- 
ticulate mayor I have heard." 
sonality   that   even   psychologists 
couldn't decipher," Kamm said. 
Kamm said this explains why 
Kucinich is compelled to take on people 
who are bigger than him in both stature 
and status. He mentioned that he did 
not feel the mayor's tactics would 
change any, but added his chances for 
reelection are extremely good. 
"AT THIS POINT and time, there is 
no one in sight who is capable of 
mounting  a  challenge  which  would 
"I think The Press has been fair In its 
news stories, but the editorial page has 
been tough on Kucinich," Kamm said. 
"However, the Plain Dealer has been 
less than fair in some of its coverage." 
"He is smart, gutsy, well spoken, 
experienced and he has a great sense of 
timing," Kamm said. 
He noted that the Plain Dealer 
printed what mounted to anti-Kudnich 
stories around the time of the recall 
vote election. 
Grad student probes distressed, happy marriages 
"Money, sex and communication are 
the three main problems married 
couples face, whether they are happily 
married or not," according to Frank 
Floyd, psychology graduate student. 
Floyd is conducting a research 
project on happily married couples 
supervised   by    Howard   Markman, 
Money, sex, communication are key issues 
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assistant professor. The study focuses 
on the communication of psychology 
and interaction patterns of happily 
married couples. 
The experiement will be the same for 
distressed couples as for the happily 
married couples. Floyd said he is 
having a difficult time finding couples 
to volunteer for this part of the project. 
Floyd said happily married couples 
communicate fairly well. They have 
basic problems with money, sex and 
communication, but are able to identify 
these problems and work them out. 
THE PROJECT begins with an in- 
terview of the couple during which 
Floyd asks them to recall how their 
relationship began. 
The couples are put in a conflict 
situation, given a topic to discuss and 
are asked to reach a conclusion. 
Floyd said all the information is kept 
confidential.   The  questionnaire  and 
interview take about two hours, and the 
couple is paid $10. 
"I REALIZE there is a danger in 
research like this, because some 
couples may come in and think they are 
going to get therapy-we don't want 
that," Floyd said. "The research has 
therapeutic qualities and we can inform 
them of where to get therapy ." 
Floyd said they have had a wide 
diversity of couples in age and 
marriage length. 
Floyd said it is not true that marriage 
is only communication. Com- 
munication is a basic skill that is im- 
portant in every relationship. 
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4 to Midnight at PagHai's 
East only, get a FREE 6-pack of Coke 
(12 oz. cans) when you order a large, 
2-ltem-or-more pizza 
FogRoi's 
EAST 
440 E. Court 
352-1596 
SOUTH 
945 S. Main 
352-7571 
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AT  Great Scot 
FRIENDLY   FOOD   STORES 
THE BEST WAY WE COULD FIND TO GIVE 
YOU BETTER SERVICE! 
UPC 
Symbol 
20000 '11168 
Our new scanner will allow 
us to read the UPC symbol 
you've been seeing on all 
your grocery items. The 
scanner reads the stock 
number from the item and 
looks up OUR regular low 
price to give you the best 
receipt you'll ever see. 
The Item Name 
Will Allow You 
To Check Your Receipt 
As Never Before. 
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East meets West 
Native Korean brings taste of Orient to city 
Bong-Hul Frum It the owner ol BQ Oriental Food*. Ann Arbor 
the only Far Eastern specialty shop In Bowling other first 
Green. Its neareet competitors are 75 miles away In 
staff 
, Mich. Its no 
name means ' 
photo by George Lundskow 
wonder why the translation 
smart woman." 
let trie world know your identity 
Nameplates from Roman Craftsmen 
Announce yourself without saying a word. Give us your name and 
we'll engrave it on the prettiest collection of fashion jewelry, and let 
your Nameplate do all the talking. Choose from five distinct and 
attractive styles to hang your name on. See the collection today. 
A. Necklace Heart-15'/2" $6.50 B. Necklace 1.0.-15%" $6.50 
C. Bracelet Oval$6.50D. Necklace Peaked Oval-18" $6.50 E. Pin $5.50 
LASALLE-S 
by Bob Welngartner 
editorial editor 
When Bong-Hul Frum came to 
America in 1970 from her native Korea 
and married her husband Robert, she 
was disappointed to find that she had to 
drive over an hour to Ann Arbor, 
Michigan, to buy her country's 
traditional food. 
Almost nine years later, on March 6, 
1979, she solved that problem when she 
opened up her own store, B.G. Oriental 
Foods and Gifts, at 904 E. Wooster St. 
across from the University. 
The small shop, tucked next to T.O.'s 
Campus Corner, is homey and simple. 
The nondescript wooden and steel 
shelving is well stocked with a 
curiously eclectic assortment of 
Oriental foods and gifts from the or- 
dinary to the exotic, from the 
decorative to the practical. 
As you enter the cosy store, you may 
be greeted either by the petite and 
friendly Bong-Hui or her husband 
Robert, both 30. Behind the cash 
register counter are assorted styles of 
chopsticks, a hand-painted said set, 
rice and soup bowls, a hand-made 
jewelry box and some Korean women's 
home magazines (which read from the 
back to front cover, right to left), 
among other items. 
ON THE FLOOR lie mammoth 25- 
pound sakes of rice-enough, it seems, 
to feed a small army. At the back of the 
store are shelves full of cooking or 
serving utensils-woks from China, rice 
steamers from Japan, pots, pans and 
hand-painted dishes from Korea, a 
spice grinder. The list goes on. 
■ 
MONTY'S 
BEAUTY SALON 
Redken Products 
.   *UNIPERM 
- ONLY $20.00 
352-2611 
131 W. Wooster 
In between the Jewelry and woks is a 
plethora of gastronomic Oriental fare 
packaged in brightly-colored labels and 
imported from such far-away lands as 
China, Taiwan, Korea, Japan and the 
Phillipines. Some of the goods are not 
Oriental in the true sense of the word, 
since they come from California. 
Bong-Hui says her husband travels to 
Oriental 
foods and gifts 
from the ordinary 
to the exotic, 
from the 
decorative to the 
practical. 
Chicago's Chinatown every two or three 
weeks to buy the store's merchandise. 
The selection of foods is quite im- 
pressive. Frozen denizens from the 
deep include belt fish, mackerel. 
Alaska pollack, salted anchovies and 
shrimp, and squid. 
VEGETARIANS may prefer the 
enormous fresh Oriental turnips, 
ginger root, Chinese cabbage, or 6- 
year old Korean white ginseng. The 
latter, according to Bong-Hui, is 
reputed to give extra energy and to 
promote a healthy and longer life. She 
said she boils the ginseng root and 
drinks its juices frequently. 
EVMI the most common food of the 
Far East, "ice, is available in assorted 
varieties, short or long grain, sticks, 
strands, flakes and even rice flour. For 
Exotic cuisine, there are dried been 
curds, spiced black beans, bamboo 
shoots and saki wines, all used to add 
flavor to food. Some foods which also 
are common to the American diet In- 
clude chili sauce, pickled radishes, 
tapioca pearls, mushrooms, and even 
peanut butter cookies! a 'la Japanese). 
As with almost any new business, the 
hours are long; in addition to working 
55 hours weekly at her new shop, Bong- 
Hui also works about 30 hours weekly as 
a dietary aide at the Wood County 
Hospital in Bowling Green. She said she 
will quit her second job soon to con- 
centrate solely on her food and gift 
store. 
HER HUSBAND runs the shop In the 
afternoon during the week for about 15 
hours, after he gets off from his regular 
full-time job as a postal carrier on a 
walking route. The long hours from 
working at two jobs apiece leave little 
free time for Bong-Hul and Robert. 
She said the closest thing she has to a 
hobby is spending her spare time with 
her husband and their 5-year-old son, 
Jason Kane, Bong-Hui also said she 
likes to cook, especially her native 
Korean foods. 
Bong-Hui says business has been 
improving steadily and is getting better 
every day. So far though, she added, 
most of her clientele are not University 
students or city residents, but Oriental 
residents of surrounding Defiance, 
Toledo, Flndlay, Fostoria and North 
Baltimore. 
Bong-Hui thinks her business will 
continue to grow as it becomes more 
well-known. 
RN's and Graduate Nurses 
Full & Part-time positions 
available on all shifts 
Medical, surgical, special care, &OB units 
good wages. Benefits include Blue Cross & 
major medical insurance, health & ac- 
ident insurance. Educational expense, 
id vacation, holidays & more! 
Send resume or apply in person to 
Personnel Director 
Wood County Hospital 
950 W. Wooster, 43402 
Equal opportunity employer: male-female, 
handicapped. 
LIBERAL ARTS 
Liberal Arts majors. Peace 
Corps and VIST A (Volun- 
teers In Servive to America) 
are looking for people like 
you. Put your education to 
good use in developing 
countries all over the world 
or In poverty areas all over 
the United States. Discuss 
opportunities for you In 
Peace Corps and VISTA with 
representatives. 
SCIENCE 
Science majors. Biology, 
Chemistry, Physics, Math. 
Peace Corps has challenging 
jobs for you in Asia, South 
America and Africa. Must be 
U.S. citizen, married-single, 
no dependents. No upper age 
limit Contact Peace Corps. 
A0 the pizza and salad you can eat 
for only $2.59. 
Just make your selection from the constant flow of fresh and different 
pizzas at the buffet. All you want And, you can make as many trips 
to the salad bar as you want That's how it is 
at the Pizza Inn Family NHe Buffet. 
Adults $2.59 Kids Wand under 15C a year. Every Tuesday night 
from 500 to 900 p.m. 
Pizza inn 
WvepotafMling 
you're gonna like us. 
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How can we 
help you? 
LETTERHEADS 
ENVELOPES 
RESUMES 
BUSINESS CARDS 
INVOICES 
NCR FORMS 
FLYERS 
BROCURES 
SCORE PAD 
FOLD STITCH 
STAPLE CUT • TRIM 
COLLATE PERFORATE 
...to name a 
few ways. 
JEFF RICE'S 
111 SOUTH MAIN 8T. 
352-5762 
Our services 
are many, so 
give us a call. 
RESUME'S TYPED 
* PRINTED 
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Energy to spare 
Determined grad student wins coveted internship 
by Rick Ftlmalspach 
•tail reporter 
It would not seem easy (or a divorced 
woman with two children to bold down 
two Jobs, go to graduate school and win 
a Presidential Management Internship 
at the same time, with determination 
and support from friends and family, 
To be shown April 28 
Beth C. Welngerger has done Just that 
A graduate student in the Univer- 
sity's Public Administration Public 
Policy program, Weinberger was 
recently awarded one of only 2S0 
nationwide Presidential Managment 
Internships. These two-year in- 
ternships are offered In 42 federal 
departments and agencies. 
"This program Is Interested in 
grooming new management for federal 
service," Weinberger said. 
Weinberger was encouraged to apply 
for the internship by Dr. H. Kenneth 
Hibbeln, assistant professor of political 
science and director of the pubic ad- 
ministration-public policy program. 
Hibbeln said Weinberger Is an excep- 
tional student. 
"SHE IS dynamic, energlc and very 
intelligent," Hibbeln said. 
One of four winners from Ohio, 
Weinberger was chosen as a finalist 
after regional screening and in- 
terviewing. She was Judged on her 
abilities   in   leadership,   oral   com- 
Student, faculty films showcased in festival 
The first annual Student Film 
Festival will showcase the top films of 
University students and faculty, ac- 
cording to Megan E. Sheppard, festival 
chairman. 
Sheppard said so far the number of 
entries received has been "disap- 
pointingly low," and added that she felt 
students were "paranoid their films 
would not be good enough." 
She said the festival is not intended to 
be an Academy Award forum, and 
students should not be hesitant to 
submit films. The films will be Judged 
against other films on their own merit. 
Sponsored by the Union Activities 
Organization (UAO), the films will be 
shown April 28, beginning at 2 p.m. in 
210 Math-Science BWg. 
DEADLINE for entries Is 5 p.m. April 
20, in the UAO office. There Is no entry 
fee and no limit on the number of films 
submitted per person. 
The films will be Judged April 21 by a 
three-person panel consisting of 
University faculty members who have 
expressed an interest in filmmaking. 
Winners will be announced at the 
festival. 
Sheppard said the festival was 
designed to tap the potential of 
University filmmakers! and added that 
she has seen many quality student films 
which have yet to be submitted. 
"We are looking for films that are 
entertaining, are of somewhat good 
quality and are what people enjoy," 
Sheppard said 
SHE SAID the festival is open to all 
undergraduate and graduate students 
and faculty members. Qualifications 
are that students submitting films be in 
good academic standing, film length 
not exceed 30 minutes, and explicitly 
written synchronization instructions 
accompany films which Include a 
separate soundtrack, she added. 
Sheppard said student films will be 
Judged separately from those sub- 
mitted by faculty members, and both 
Super 8 or 16 millimeter, color or black 
and white, and sound or silent films will 
be accepted. 
The film festival was the idea of 
Sheppard and Randy E. Haberkanp, 
UAO   campus   movies   committee 
chairman. Sheppard said the festival 
will return next year even if this year's 
response is not large. 
"WE ARE trying to create tradition 
through new events," she said. "This 
first film festival will hopefully build 
the groundwork for the future." 
Trophies will be awarded for first, 
second and third place films, and a 
perpetual plaque with the name of the 
grand prize winner will be placed on 
display in the Union lobby showcase, 
she added. 
For   information   about   the   film 
festival call 372-2343. 
munication, interpersonal skills, 
problem solving, decision making and 
organizing. 
Until recently, Weinberger was an 
administrative specialist in the ethnic 
studeies program, working with the 
budget, scheduling and hiring. 
"My master's training made me a 
better employee in ethnic studies, while 
my work here in handling budgets was 
invaluable for my school work," she 
explained. 
HER NEW JOB as manager of the 
migrant legal program for Advocates 
for Basic Legal Equality (ABLE) in 
Toledo Involves law reform and will 
last until October. She then will begin 
her position in Washington, D.C. with 
the federal government. 
Weinberger Is not sure which agency 
she will be working for, but is par- 
ticularly interested In housing policy, 
budget management and personnel 
management. 
She has already showed ability in 
family management, in bringing up her 
two children, Howard, 9, and Quame, 2 
"With the divorce, I've developed a 
really unique relationship with the kids 
It's one that is close and open, and even 
though I'm very busy, the time we 
spend together is very special. I give 
them special loving attention," she 
said. 
WEINBERGER SAD) she draws 
strength from her children, especially 
son Howard. 
"He is always helping around the 
house, like babysitting, and he's Just 
great," she said. 
Weinberger hopes her own con- 
centration on furthering her education 
will be an example for her children. 
"They see all these books piled high 
on the kitchen table, and I hope this 
emphasizes to my kids the importance 
of education, study and schools," she 
added. 
THE OLDEST OF 11 children, 
Weinberger comes from an education- 
minded family. Her father, Morris J. 
Weinberger, is a professor of education 
at the University and her mother will 
get her PhD In Sociology this June. A 
family reunion Is planned in June when 
Weinberger receives her Master's 
degree. 
Although all her work and study 
has not i «en easy for Weinberger, she is 
veiVKlarishedidit. 
"I hope my experiences might give 
other single women with families a 
little inspiration, faith and courage," 
she said. 
A HUNDRED PAGES OF PS YCH TOMORROW 
AND A DRESS REHEARSAL TONIGHT. 
YOU CAN DO IT! 
It sets down to what you want to do and what you 
have to do. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading 
Dynamics lesson and you can do it—handle all the 
work college demands and still have time to enjoy 
college life. 
You can dramatically increase your reading speed 
today and that's just the start. Think of the time, 
the freedom you'd have to do the things you want 
to do. For twenty years the ones who get ahead 
have used Reading Dynamics It's the way to read 
for today's active world—fast, smooth, efficient 
Don't get left behind because there was too much 
to read. Take the free Evelyn Wood Reading 
Dynamics lesson today you can dramatically 
increase your reading speed and learn about 
advanced study techniques in that one free 
lesson. Make the college life the good life With 
Reading Dynamics you can do it 
SCHEDULE OF FREE LESSONS 
The Falcon Plaza Motel 
1450 E. Wooster St. 
Today April 17,     at 4:00 & 7:30 p.m. 
Wednesday April 18,     at 4:00 & 7:30 p.m. 
□ EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS 
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1979-80 SGA candidate profiles continue 
EDITORS NOTE: TWs hi the fcird tat ■ series af articles 
deals*- wKfc the SGA electieas wfckfc wffl be held Tbwsdsy, 
Afriltt. 
Mark E. Krach 
state and community 
affairs coordinator 
Mark E. Krach la the Student Servtcea Ticket (SST) 
candidate for itate and community affairs coordinator. 
Krach has been active In Interfratemity Council (IFC), 
Raaldent Student Aaaodatkn (RSA) and the Bowling Green 
Radio New* Organisation (BGRNO). 
Krach laid he would try to use lug office to take a stronger 
stand In Columbus aa a member of the Ohio Student 
Association (OSA). Through OSA, a type of lobbying group 
for university students, Krach said he would stand up for 
University needs and wants. 
Improving community and student relations Is another of 
Krach's goals. 
Despite problems with vandalism downtown, Krach said 
students do a lot for the community and need to have these 
activities better publicized. He mentioned the many greek 
and dorm activities for charity as examples. 
KRACH SAID student organizations such as RSA, IFC and 
the Black Student Union (BSU) should send representatives 
to SGA meetings In order to Improve Its effectiveness. 
"We definitely need more input from all student groups," 
Krach said. 
W I 
W. Reid Holmes 
state and community 
affairs coordinator 
W. Reid Holmes is the Students Committed to Action Ticket 
(SCAT) candidate for state and community affairs coor- 
dinator, Holmes has also served on the academic policies 
committee. 
Holmes said he has worked with Bowling Green Mayor 
Ahrin L. Perkins and has a good idea of what is going on in the 
community. 
MOST PEOPLE do not realize the University Is the largest 
single employer of students in the community, Holmes said. 
He added that most city residents do not understand that 
college students today are different than those 10 years ago. 
"We should have more campus-community activities so 
they realize we are conservative," Holmes said. 
To get city Improvements which would benefit students, 
such as a sidewalk on Napoleon Road, "We'll have to make 
noise to get things done," Holmes said. 
BOLMES ADDED he wants to take a greater role In OSA in 
lobbying for students' interests. 
Thomas C. Washbush 
student representative 
to the Board of Trustees 
Thomas C. Washbush, SST candidate for student 
representative to the University Board of Trustees, Is 
currently assistant to the board of trustees. Washbush has 
also served on the Advisory Committee on General Fas 
Allocations (ACGFA) and the Student Welfare Board. 
WASHBUSH SAID it Is Important that the student 
representative has some experience in dealing with the 
board, and he added be has "established trust and a good 
relationship with the trustees." 
In trying to represent the students, Washbush said he 
would Initiate "open forum meetings" in which students 
could express views to him to take back to the board mem- 
bers. 
Washbush also favors creating a "president's panel" made 
up of all the presidents of all student organizations to act as a 
sounding board for ideas. 
Taking an active role In SGA's many subcommittees which 
have previously "been left out in the cold" Is another Wash- 
bush goal. 
Washbush said he favors a revision in the selection process 
for ACGFA members to assure that more diverse student 
groups are represented. 
Leslie Skaff 
senate off-cam pus 
THE SCAT candidate for off-campus senator is Leslie 
Skaff. A radio-TV-film major, Skaff has worked at WSPD- 
TV, WFAL-AM, WBGU-FM and WBGU-TV. 
Skaff said there seems to be "a communication gap bet- 
ween on-campus students and off-campus students." She 
would like to set up a newsletter for off-campus students to 
keep them Informed of SGA activities. 
The problem of parking for off-campus students is one area 
Skaff said should be studied. Although she has no specific 
plan, Skaff said "there Is so much land around the Univer- 
sity, there's got to be someplace for more parking." The 
possibility of building a parking garage should also be 
examined, Skaff said. 
GETTING MORE publicity for the Gripe Vine and perhaps 
turning it into "a troubleshooter for students" is another of 
Skaff s goals. 
Research on food services, drop-add and English 111-112 
are also favored by Skaff. 
"We have to create more of a positive attitude toward SGA 
and change the apathetic opinions of students by showing 
them what can get done," Skaff said 
William R. Ciehanski 
senate off-campus 
William R. Ciehanski is a candidate of the SST party for 
off-campus senator. Ciehanski has been a night guard, 
economics student assistant and president of his fraternity. 
CIEHANSKI SAID he has attended IFC meetings 
regularly, and will work to get more Involvement of 
fraternities in SGA. 
"A lot of students don't think SGA is worth much, but the 
administration gives It respect and that's Important," 
Ciehanski said. 
The shuttle bus served a good purpose, according to 
Ciehanski, but it might serve off-campus students better If It 
made stops at apartment complexes. 
Ciehanski said the escort service, Gripe Vine and parking 
services can all be improved. 
I WOULD work to represent the students and not just my 
own personal opinions," Ciehanski said. 
Mark H. Henderson 
senate off-campus 
■aw*.* 
Mark H. (Pork) Henderson Is also a candidate for off- 
campus senator from the SST party. Henderson has been a 
RA in Rodgers. 
Henderson said he would like to work on Ideas to make the 
shuttle bus self-sufficient, such as fund-raising events. 
Improving community relations is another of Henderson's 
goals. He added that he believes it is the duty of SGA off- 
campus senators to attend all City Council meetings. 
HENDERSON SAID the Commuter Center "really had no 
representation at all last year" and added he would attend 
their meetings and voice their concerns to SGA. 
In addition, Henderson said be would work with the new 
city housing inspector concerning problems students have 
with housing. 
Henderson added he would study problems off-campus 
students have with their mailboxes in an attempt to reduce 
"the large amount of junk mail" they receive. 
Mark A. Gerbec 
senate off-campus 
Mark A. Gerbec is also running for an off-campus senate 
spot as an independent. Gerbec has served as secretary of his 
fraternity house and receiv»dRA *rslr"ng. 
GERBEC SAID he wants to see stop signs and crosswalks 
up near the Student Recreation Center to assure better safety 
for pedestrians. 
To Improve the escort service's hck of transportation, 
Gerbec suggested Inquiring about using parking service 
vehicles since they are not used at night. 
Gerbec said he would be active In working with students 
and landlords to help resolve problems. 
He has a lot of time to devote to SGA, be said, and is not 
only sick of student apathy, but is also sick of "senate 
apathy." 
"PEOPLE THINK the president and vice-president are the 
most powerful SGA offices, but they don't vote, the senators 
do. I want to listen to people and vote for them," Gerbec said. 
Karen L. Twitchell 
senate Chapman/Dunbar 
Karen L. Twitchell, the SST candidate for Chapman- 
Dunbar senator, is running unopposed. 
Twitchell said she is especially concerned about safety in 
dorms. 
Having the nieht guards patrol the halls more often and 
continuing the escort service are favored by Twitchell. 
TWITCHELL ALSO said she would like the maids or 
someone to clean up the dorms on weekends.  
Rick A. Haught 
student representative 
to the Board of Trustees 
Rick A. Haught is the SCAT candidate for student 
representative to the University Board of Trustees. Haught is 
president of RSA. 
Haught said that for too many years the assistant to the 
Board of Trustees has automatically won the election and 
that the position has usually been a rubber stamp for the 
board. 
"This position needs new blood and a fresh outlook. I'd like 
to accept the challenge of changing all that," Haught said. 
Haught said the student representative should be an equal 
member of the trustees with an equal vote to give students a 
real feeling of representation. 
CONCERNING SGA's frequent practice of preparing 
surveys on various problems, Haught said, "they should 
either improve the quality and usefulness of surveys or do 
away with them. They're often more of a hinderance than a 
help." 
Haught added he would like to see stop signs, traffic lights 
or some kind of crosswalk near the rec center and the 
Administration Building. 
Bowling Green State University Program Abroad in Spain 
Fall Quarter Group 
The Romance Languages Department of BCSU is proud of the great interest 
shown by students studying abroad. During the 1978-79 academic year, almost 
50 students, of which only three were not from Ohio, participated in our 
program abroad in Spain. This represents an increase of more than 80% over the 
largest enrollment we have ever had. Our program of studies in Spain is also the 
largest program our university has abroad, which shows the increasing 
popularity of the Spanish language as well as the realistic attitude of students 
coming to our university who are very aware of the advantages of speaking the 
language of an estimated 20 million bilingual American citizens. 
Our program in Spain is now more than 15 years old and has been evaluated 
by the Regional Conference of American Programs in Spain, which rated it as 
very good, praising its outstanding cultural travel and low cost, which is 
probably the lowest of all American Programs abroad in Spain. 
Some of the features which recommend this program are an environment 
which demands constant use of Spanish, a group program supervised by an 
American professor of Spanish, a carefully designed curriculum of a variety of 
subjects that constitute a rich program of hispanic studies complementing and 
expanding the student's major field of concentration, organized cultural travel 
and low cost. 
Students going to Spain are not required to contemplate a major in Spanish. 
Actually, this year we had a substantial number of students whose majors were 
other than Spanish, mainly International Business, Political Science, Com- 
munication, Broadcasting and Latin American Studies. For those students in- 
terested in the program, the curriculum allows them to fulfill group 
requirements by taking some courses in subjects other than Spanish, such as 
Art, Ceography. History, Philosophy and Political Science. 
Since students going abroad are often interested in Spanish music and 
folklore, the program is now planning to offer non-credit instruction in Spanish 
guitar and dance. 
Anyone interested in this program should contact either Antonio L. Buron, 
on-campus director (372-0053) or Ms. Colleen Crawford, who will be the dirctor 
abroad for the 1979-80 school year (373-2360). 
John J. Aielo Suzanna Butcher Lydia Chapa 
Bea Colage Patricia Harper Crystal Houk 
Isabel Jimenez Mary Konrad Laura McComas 
Randie Minton Linda Moore Raquel Rosalez 
Sandy Sesler Karen White 
These are some of the almost SO students who participated in the 1978-79 program in Spain. 
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Terrorists bomb Belgium airport 
BRUSSELS, Belgium (API- 
Thwarted in an attempt to com- 
mandeer an Israeli airliner, 
Palestinian terrorists threw a gasoline 
bomb and a grenade into the crowded 
lobby of the airport here yesterday. 
Police said the bombs and a subsequent 
shootout Injured 11 persons. 
Belgian police and security guards of 
the Israeli El Al airline captured two of 
the terrorists after a gunbattle but said 
one or two others blended into panicked 
crowds and escaped. 
Two persons, including one terrorist, 
were hospitalized. All the wounded 
except the terrorist were Belgians. 
BELGIAN   DEFENSE   MINISTER 
Paul   Vanden   Boeynants   said   the 
terrorists hurled the bomb and a small 
grenade from a mezzanine Into the 
crowd below. 
Authorities quoted the captured 
terrorists as saying they were from the 
Palestine liberation Organization and 
that the airliner was their Intended 
target. 
Belgian state radio said the terrorists 
belong to the Marxist radical Popular 
Front for the liberation of Palestine 
wing of the Palestine Liberation 
Organization. 
AIRPORT AUTHORITIES identified 
them as being from a new group called 
"Black March," named for the month 
the Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty was 
signed. Police did not release the 
names of the terrorists but said they 
carried bogus Lebanese passports. 
Authorities said the terrorists carried 
written demands that they be flown out 
of Belgium and would have presented 
them If their hijacking attempt had 
succeeded. 
The plane, flight 334, had arrived 
from Tel Aviv via Vienna and already 
had loaded passengers for a return 
flight when the terrorists struck. 
AIRPORT AUTHORITIES said the 
usual El Al security precaution of 
parking Its planes a good distance from 
the terminal foiled the original Intent of 
the attack. El Al planes are considered 
a choice target by Palestinian 
terrorists. 
Police closed the roads leading to the 
airport, stranding hundreds of persons 
on Easter Monday, which is a holiday in 
Belgium. 
Recession may hurt Social Security 
WASHINGTON (API-Trustees of the 
Social Security system said yesterday 
that a recession could Jeopardize the 
system's ability to pay retirement 
benefits on time beginning in 1983. 
And, the trustees cautioned that the 
system's financing is still precarious 
enough though mewly increased Social 
Security payroll taxes cannot be 
reduced unless Congress also is willing 
to either reduce benefits or tap other 
sources of revenue. 
The trustees, in their annual report 
on the health of the retirement, sur- 
vivors and disability insurance system, 
said Social Security could face 
problems in paying retirement benefits 
starting in 1983 if the nation falls Into a 
recession this year. 
THE PROBLEM WOULD clear up by 
1962 because of the higher payroll taxes 
taking effect automatically through the 
1980s, they said. But the system cannot 
afford a cut in those tax increases, 
enacted b; Congress in 1977 to keep the 
system solvent. 
Social Security will pay more than 
$101 billion to 36 million Americans this 
year. The trustees' report assumes that 
beneficiaries will get a 9.8 percent cost- 
of-llving Increase this July that will cost 
the government $10 billion. 
The exact amount of the automatic 
increase won't be known until April 26, 
when the Labor Department releases 
the Consumer Price Index for March. 
SOCIAL SECURITY Commissioner 
Stanford G. Ross told a news con- 
ference that the basic conclusion of the 
report is that the system is sound and 
"in good financial shape for the next 50 
years." 
Ross praised Congress for boosting 
payroll taxes, but acknowledged feeling 
uneasy about them. 
"There's no question that the public 
is resistant of the present level of 
payroll tax, much less those that have 
been legislated to take place between 
now and 1990," add Ross. 
THE SOCIAL SECURITY trustees, 
Treasury Secretary W. Michael 
Blumenthal, Labor Secretary Ray 
Marshall and HEW Secretary Joseph 
A.  Califano Jr.  said the cash flow 
problem beginning in 1983 could be 
avoided if legislation were passed to 
allow shifting some Disability 
Insurance trust funds to the Old Age 
Survivors Insurance trust fund. 
Social Security is basically! pay-as- 
you-go system, which current workers 
paying taxes that provide the checks 
for today's recipients. 
The wall on the North Portico of the White House In Washington was 
splattered with blood by a group of protesters against nuclear power 
last week. The blood is shown above the heads of people lined up for 
the regular White House tour. It Is unknown which of the people In this 
photo are protest members. 
pholo by AP 
Earthquake kills hundreds in Yugoslavia, rescue slow 
DUBROVNTK, Yugoslavia (API- 
Aftershocks hampered rescue work 
yesterday, and residents along the 
shattered Adriatic coast slept outside 
for a second night following an ear- 
thquake that killed 23S persons in 
Yugoslavia and Albania. 
Seven special charter flights Jammed 
mostly with German and Yugoslav 
vacationers left Dubrovnlk in the last 
two days from the area's only major 
airport, an official of the Yugo-tours 
agency at Dubrovnlk Airport said. 
"THE TOURIST SEASON In Mon- 
tenegro is almost ruined," said the 
official, who declined to give his name. 
Officials said they recorded ISO af- 
tershocks after the earthquake, which 
destroyed buildings along a 60-mile 
strip of coastline in southern 
Yugoslavia's Montenegro tourist region 
and in Albania. They reported one 
major aftershock at midday yesterday, 
forcing a halt to rescue efforts as a few 
already-weakened  structures  collap- 
sed. 
Rescue workers, hampered by 
shortages of relief supplies, labored to 
provide aid for tens of thousands who 
were sleeping in the open air for a 
second night, fearing additional earth 
tremors. 
Drinking water was in short supply, 
with   pipe   systems   destroyed   and 
springs polluted. Cistern trucks made 
water deliveries into the stricken area. 
President Tito, who had been staying 
in his south Adriatic residence at Igalo 
in the Montenegro region when the 
quake hit, returned to Belgrade 
Monday after touring the devastated 
area. 
Your United 
Way Pledge 
Works For 
0hio Democrats draft salary bill 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Senate Democrats are 
drafting a pay bill for state employees that 
parallels the 7 percent salary increases 
advocated by Gov. James A. Rhodes, Senate 
President Oliver Ocasek said yesterday. 
Ocasek, D-Akron, said Senate Finance 
Committee Chariman Harry Meshel, D- 
Youngstown, is writing the legislation. 
"I support a pay increase for state em- 
ployees if it's what the governor proposed in 
his budget," Ocasek said. "I wouldn't want 
to change that figure." 
. ::■ ,:l VllTralt-l ,.1'v.l. 
CLEVELAND AREA RESIDENTS: SUMMER JOBS 
1979 summer lobs S3 00 8 00 hour 
Kramer Pamting Is now accepting applicants tor over 50 
positions   Foremen, Asst. Foremen, supply drivers, secretary, 
house washers, carpenters. 
Write or call. Kramer Painting. Inc.. 13015 Larcnmere 
Boulevard, Cleveland. OH 44120 , Phone: (716) 753 6000. 
SENATORS RETURNED from a week- 
long Easter recess last nicht. but had no 
floor votes scheduled. The House reconvenes 
this morning. 
Aides to Rhodes circulated a draft of his 
version of the pay raise measure yesterday. 
$Save  money  SSave money SSave money SSave 
NURSES 
Degreed nurses wanted for 
Peace Corps projects in 
AFRICA, ASIA & LATIN 
AMERICA. Paid travel, 
living allowance It medical 
benefits. Must be U.S. 
citizen, single-married, no 
dependents. No upper age 
limit. Contact the Peace 
Corps. 
SUMMER 
OFF CAMPUS PROGRAMS 
Earn While You Learn 
Call 372-2476 
ARMY ROTC 
Your United Way Pledge Works For All of Us 
Over 90 Community Chnl tnO flea Croat Senict Ctnitrt 
N—d Your Ftlr Stmro Support 
money SSave money 
SPRING SPECIALS 
Bowling Green Store Only 
♦1" 
Raincoat $3M 
Free Water ".epellent 
Slocks  
Trousers .. . 
Lt. Sweaters. 
Pin. Skirts .. 
2Pc. Suit. 
3Pc.Suit. 
Pin. Dress 
Formal $3»! 
Blankets .... $2" 
f r#« Mothproofing 
$2" 
$2** 
Alterations 
Storage free to all students. Prices are good at T.O.'s Campus Corner 
WE ARE PROFESSIONALS AT 
Rosalez Cleaners 
The Price Is Right 
182 S. Main St. B.G. Ph. 353-2532 
money SSave money   SSsve  money  SSave  money SSave money    SSave 
SGA CAN BE WHAT 
YOU MAKE OF IT! 
** 
VOTE 
SST 
• * 
MIKE ZINICOLA SGA PRESIDENT 
NADINEBURICH  SQA VICE-PRESIDENT 
student 
services 
ticKet 
'6.00 per hour to start 
We are looking for 
people who want... 
1. Job Security. 
2. Above average earnings. 
3. Most FANTASTIC bonus Incentive. 
4. Career Opportunity. 
5. Be willing to work for an 
office management position. 
6. We want to open (2) more 
stores before June 30. 
Come In For Appointment 
NONEEDTOCALLI 
April 16, 17 & 18. 
10 a.m., 2 p.m., and 4 p.m 
141 W.Wooster 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
•SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY 
POR COLLEGE STUDENT 
I <i>KT Basketball Marathon ■ 
Schedule 
Game   1    Frl. 4.30 Sigma Chi vs. Delta Tau Delta 
Game   2   Frl. 8:10 Gamma Phi Beta Vs. Delta Zeta 
Game   3   Frl. 7:20 Kappa Sigma vs. Alpha Tau Omega     8 
Game    4    Frl. 9:00 Alpha Epsilon PI vs. Zeta Beta Tau      X 
Game   5   Frl. 10:40 Alpha XI Delta vs. Phi Mu 
■     Game   6   Frl. 11:50 Phi Kappa Tau vs. Phi Kappa Tau Alumni     n 
Q     Game   7   Sat. 1:30 Alpha Gamma Delta vs. Alpha Phi 
Game   8   Sat. 2:40 Alpha Sigma Phi vs. Tau Kappa Epsilon 
8     Game   9   Sat. 4:20 Sigma Alpha Epsilon vs. Sigma Nu      5 
X     Game 10   Sat. 6:00 Alpha Chi Omega vs. Kappa Delta     x 
Game 11    Sat. 7:10 Theta Chi vs. Beta Theta Pi 
I     Game 12   Sat. 8:50 Phi Kappa Psi vs. Pi Kappa Phi     a 
A     Game 13   Sat. 10:30 Zeta Tau Alpha vs. Alpha Delta PI 
Game 14   Sat. 11:40 PI Kappa Alpha vs. Phi Delta Theta 
Game 15   Sat. 1:20 Chi Omega vs. Delta Gamma 
Game 16   Sat. 2:30 Sigma Phi Epsilon vs. Delta Upsilon 
Don't Forget the Tip-Off off Party 
  
TOM WASHBUSH STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE TO THE 
BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
RAY BRAUN  ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COORDINATOR 
MARK   KRACH        STATE  AND  COMMUNITY  AFFAIRS 
COORDINATOR 
JANEMOSCONI  MCDONALD/PROUT/FRENCH HOUSE 
LORI HOFFMAN  MCDONALD/PROUT/FRENCH HOUSE 
LYNDSEY PHILLIPS  OFFENHAUER 
STEVE EVANKO  FRATERNITY 
NANCY DONOVAN  SORORITY 
DANA KORTOKRAX  FOUNDERS 
KEN KUHL  RODQERS/KOHL/CONKLIN 
MIKE MCQUIRE  RODGERS/KOHL/CONKLIN 
BONITA HOGG ASHLEY/BATCHELDER 
KAREN TWITCHELL  CHAPMAN/DUNBAR 
MARK HENDERSON  OFF CAMPUS 
BILLCIEHANSKI  OFF CAMPUS 
SCOTT STEVENSON  UAO DIRECTOR-AT-LARGE 
JULIE SIGWORTH  UAO DIRECTOR-AT-LARGE 
**************** 
VOTE SST—THURSDAY-GRAND BALLROOM 
i«>»XM*«iV!*^^'**'M«*«»^ 
mmmm 
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SOCIAL WORKERS- 
socioLOoms 
Help people he Ip themeelve* 
VISTA (Volunteer* In Ser- 
vice to America Imedf your 
experience In health, 
ho eaten, coMnaenni, corn- 
nzantty developiTient, 
•ariaMca, worUnf with 
handicapped. Uring 
allowance * medical 
corerage. No upper age 
omit ConUct VISTA 
WITH ANY FOOD PURCHASED 
MMMMMMMMM 
DELTA ZETA is Proud to Announce 
Their Spring, 1979 PLEDGE CLASS: 
•/■MM WdwH LaVMH vfMnc 
Uffo Kapoky Miiy St Mm 
Km bit*. 
TtwrW LMnS 
Mrsfl rWi Honks 
Uw blonde 
-NJOT 
Welcome To The Bunch! 
College Ring Sale! 
/iRT(71RVED 
X COLLEGE RINGS 
Say a lot about yourself without saying a word. 
April 17, 18,19,20 
Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri. 
10:00 a.m. — 4:00 p.m. 
University Bookstore 
Student Services Building 
Hours 8:00-5:00    Monday-Friday 
9:00-5:00 Saturday 
campus ctalendar 
TUISDdY 
April 17 
F Ireland* 
9a.m.-A p.m. 
Student Actlvlte* Board election*. Open to ell. The PR, North 
Building. 
SGA Election Forum 
iO:4Se.m. 
Candidates lor representative* to the Board or Trustee* end tor 
vice president will week. Free end open to all. Commuter Center, 
Moseley. 
Science Fiction Week 
13:45 p.m. 
A lecture on "Leser, the Light Fontestlc" will be held. Free end 
open to all. Commuter Center, Mosetey. 
Baseball 
1p.m. 
BCSU us. Ashland College Stellar Field 
international Coffee Hours 
24p.m. 
Sponsored by World Students Association. Free end open to all. 17 
Williams. 
Men's Track 
2:30p.m. 
BGSU vs. Central Michigan University. WhlttalierTreck. 
Geophysical Society 
4:30p.m. 
Dr.   Fred   Well*   ol   Marathon   oil   will   speak  on   "Direct 
Hydrocarbon Identification." Free and open to all. 069 Overman. 
Free coffee, no knowledge of geophysics needed to attend. 
Science Fiction Week 
5 JO p.m. 
Dr. Stanley Smith, editor of "Analog" magazine, will present a 
workshop    on    "Creating   World*   and   Futures."   See   story 
elsewhere. Free and open to all. 220 Math Sciences. 
Resident Student Association 
4:15p.m. 
Assembly Room, McFall Center. Open to the public. 
MEP Meeting 
eSMp.ni. 
Prereglstratlon meeting for ell students Interested In the Methods 
Education Program for next year. Open toi all. Glsh Theater, 
Henna. 
Psl Chi Meeting 
7 p.m. 
Open to all psychology melors. Second floor lounge. Psychology. 
ACE Meeting 
7 p.m. 
Sponsored by the Association for Childhood Education. Open to all. 
Faculty Lounge, Union. 
Rose Tee 
7:30p.m. 
Sponsored   by   Kappa   Phi,   the  Christian   Women's  Service 
Orgenljatlon. Free and open to "ell. Trinity United Methodist. 2S0 
N. Summit. 
OAPSE Meeting 
7:30p.m. 
Open to all. 112 Business Administration. 
Management Club Meeting 
7:30p.m. 
Robert Maine of Midland Ross will speak. Open to all. Cardinal 
Room, Union. 
Art Lecture 
':30 p.m. 
The first ol four lectures and presentations In the series, "Visuel 
Arts Expanding Traditional Points of view." will be held. See 
story elsewhere. Admission S3. 204 Fine Arts. 
PER AYH Meeting 
7:30p.m. 
An upcoming cycling tour of Europe will be discussed Sponsored 
by American Youth Hostels. See story elsewhere. Open to ell. Ten 
Room, Union. 
Lll'Sis Rush Party 
7 30 9.30 p.m 
Open to all women. Phi Kappa Psl house, Old Fraternity Row. 
CFCL Geology Workshop 
7:309:30 p.m. 
Dr.  Jane Forsyth of the geology department will  speak on 
"Geology and You." Admission S3. Center for Continued Learning, 
194 s. Main. 
Lll' Sis Rush Party 
• p.m. 
Open to all women. Beta Theta PI house, 707 Sixth St. 
WICI Meeting 
I p.m. 
Sponsored by Women  In  Communications,  Inc. Open to all. 
Elections to be held. 208 Henna. 
Science Fiction Week 
Bp.m. 
Dr. Stanley Schmidt, editor of "Analog" magazine will speak on 
"Science Fiction and the Future." See story elsewhere. Free and 
open to all. 210 Math Sciences. 
French Film Festival 
• p.m. 
"Madame Bovary" will be shown. Sponsored by the romance 
languages department. Student Activities. Film studies Progrem 
and Women's Studies. Free and open to all. 115 Education. 
Science Fiction Week 
9 30p.m. 
Dr. Stephen Gregory of the physics department will speak on 
"Using a Telescope-Sters and Planets." Free and open to all. 
Root, Lite Sciences. 
doonesbury 
, by Garry Trudeau 
s*. AU KHCMKXIMT 
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CU8SOFV5. 
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classifieds. 
LOST « FOUND 
Lost pair of bm. rimmed tinted 
glasses near  Hayes.  Call  Lisa 
152 7192. Rewardl  
Lost pair ol women's brn 
glasses In It. brn. cordoroy case, 
In alley behind Women's gym by 
Intram. field. Please call Deb at 
2 34s7efter3:30anydav.  
Lost   Pencron   watch   at   Rec 
Center. Rewardl 3715557.  
Lost at Pike party Sat. Sm. dk. 
blue Ronson lighter, red A silver 
flowers on 1 side. Highly 
recognizable. Sentimental value. 
REWARDI Greatly appreciate 
return, call Treseat 2-4493. 
Found pair of ladles glasses with 
a star on the right hand corner. 
Found on th* sidewalk by 
Anderson Arena. April 4th. Call 
Nancy at 3541171. • 
Found pair of women* glasses In 
beige case near Math Sci 
sidewalk 3-12. Call Patty at 2. 
1575 
Lost a thin black script for Vera 
Charles of  "Mama",  if found 
please call 352 5642         
SERVICISOFFIRID 
Pregnant or might be? Offer 
confidential help. Free pregnant 
test 1 Info, regerdlese of age, 
status. Toledo 241 9131. Fostorla- 
435 1775. Tiffin 447 1411 
Fremont 334 9079. 
Pregnancy Aid A Under- 
standing. EMPA. 353 3143 A 352 
9393. 
Need PHOTOGRAPHS? 
SPECIAL PRICES for 
STUDENTS! See ua tor por 
traits, passports ft applications. 
WEISSBROO   Studio.   111   Clay 
3523143.  
TROY-BILT ROTOTILLINO 
DON!I 6*6-1613after 7pm 
PIRSONALS  
KIOSI KCOSI KEOSI KEOll 
KEOSI KEOSI KIGSl KIOSI 
KEOSI KEOSI KIOSI KIOSI 
KIOSI KIOSI KIOSI KIOSI 
CHUCK 133-57111111  
IT'S MARATHON WIIKI11 
Delta  Zeta  lays:   Good   Luck 
Vicky      Schehl.      Cheerleedlng 
lineis are only a week away A 
we're all behind you. Love. The 
Sisters ol Delta Zeta  
Interested In rushing e sorority? 
Alpha Gamma Delta Spring 
Rush is going on right now, so 
don't wain Call 37335*7 for more 
Info.  
Attention all Ladles? Come to 
Phi Kappa Psl Lll sis Rush on 
Tuesday, April 17 from 7:30 9:30 
All interested girls welcome. 
PHI Kappa Ta» Tip-Off-Party 
Thursday Night at Tie 
Hydraulic  Ream tram 9-1.  All 
proceeds go to the Wood County 
Nursing Home. 
A E PI Lll' SIS Rush TONIGHT 
*:0Q. ^^ 
Men ol B.G., does a D.G. have a 
crush on you? It so, expect a call 
that will Invite you to the 1st' 
annual D.G. "Crush" date party. 
Science Fiction week Events tor 
Today. ll:4Spm-"La*er the 
Light Fantastic", Commuter 
Center; S:S0pm-"Creo1lng 
Worlds A Futures". 31* M.S., 
Steal y Schmidt, Editor at 
Analog; t:0*pm-"*clence Flc- 
flan A The Future".HO M.S., 
Stanley Schmidt; t:»pm "Using 
a   Telescope-Stars   A   Planets" 
root el Lite Sciences  
Vote Jim Blake tar SOA 
President on April nth on the 
Students  Committee to  Action 
Ticket ISCAT).  
VOTI 
RICK HAUGHT 
TRUSTEE REPRESENTATIVE 
S.C.A.T.  
Don't target fa vote tar the PM 
Ten Marathon Attendant In the 
Union Foyer today, Thar*, a Fn. 
PI Kappa Phi Lll' SI* Ru»h. 
Tuesday, May 17, Punch A 
Pretzels A Thursday May 1». 
Cake A Ice Cream. Come A loin 
the Fun 11 
Oet psyched for the Phi Keppa 
Tau basketball Marathon! 
Starting practicing new tar April 
70*11.1  
Dave Walker A Doug Miller: 
Thanks so much forhelplng us at 
our Hawaiian Party. Love, The 
Sisters of Delta.  
The Phi Mu "By Invitation Only" 
date party Is April 31. will you 
gat yours? 
5th Annual PN Kappa Tau 
Basketball Marathon, April N • 
111 All proceeds ao to Wood 
County Nursing Heme. 
Linda Toth A Doug Welner, Delta 
Zeta says: congratulations on 
your engagement. You had u* 
tooled, wa* it really your little? 
Love, TheSlstar»of DettaZeta. 
HAVINO A KIO PARTY THIS 
WEIKENOf FOR YOUR 
COMPLETE KIO PARTY 
NEEDS, CALL CHUCK 151-3711, 
THE PABST BLUE RIBBON 
CAMPUS RIP. KEEP PABST 
BLUE      RIBBON     ON     YOUR 
MIND,  
Rush the Alpha Delta PI Sorority 
tonight at 9:00pm. Go for the 
Basil Go A D PI. II you have any 
questions, call 1330*.  
Carolyn Qulnn: Wo couldn't have 
picked a better candidate for Phi 
Tau Marathon Queen. Love A 
Good Luck, The Sister* of Delta 
Zeta. 
Beta Theta Pi Lll SI* rush, 
Tuesday, April 17th A Thursday, 
April 19th. Join us for a great 
time at the Beta House, 707 6th 
SI PS. The 500 Is comlngl! 
VOTI 
JACKIE OSTIR 
VICE PRESIDENT 
S.C.A.T.  
Good Luck Scon Stevenson! Sub 
Me Quick.  
Vote Rled Holmes tor State A 
Community Allalrs on the 
Students Committed to Action 
Ticket (SCATI on April 19th. 
Vote Dave llasko far Academic 
Affairs on the Students Com- 
mitted to Action Ticket (SCATI 
on April 19th.  
WANTIO  
F. would like lo share apt. next 
year. 1-3 other roommates. 373- 
4571  
F. rmte. lor next school yr. Near 
campus: Call Kim, 372 3392. 
I F. to sublse. summer. Close to 
campus cheap Call 352 7927 
Rmte. needed lor Fell, Wtr A 
Spr. Qtrs. '79*0. 10 mln. walk to 
B.A. Bldo. Winthrop Terrace 
North Apt*. Call Dave 354 12*2. 
Think ahead now! Prel. Jr». or 
Sr*.  
F. needs a I bedrm. apt. or eftlc. 
to rent - Fall Qtr. only. Cindy 
before Ham or after 10pm. 353- 
2095.  
I F. rmte. tor Fall Qtr. Close to 
campus. $290 plus else. Call 372- 
5471.  
1 F. rmte. for summer. Call 354 
1341 as soon as po«*iblel I 
1 or 2 F. rmte*. lor next school. 
Close to campus. 352-4329. 
F.  rmte needed.   E.  Merry St. 
Apt. with 3 girls for '79*0. Call 
Jan or Sue at 372 1513.  
1 F. rmte. for summer only, sao 
mo., AC. Campus Manor Aprs. 
Call collect 1412)563 6491 
HELPWANTED  
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year 
round. Europe, S America. 
Australia, Asia, Etc. All Fields, 
S500S1,200 monthly. Expenses 
paid. Sightseeing. Free Intor 
Write;  IJC,  Box 53 H, Corona 
Del Mar, CA 93435 
Busboy needed, T A R at Alpha 
Delta PI. Call 3-3*40. Free food A 
pay 
player-recorder, S135. Nearly 
new. Help get me through the 
quarter I Call 353 0674 after 
10:30pm, ask lor Tom. 
Rotel Turntable, 1 13 yrs. old, 
wood cabinet, audio-technique 
cartridge, great condition. Call 
152 6306, Ben.  
Canon Macro lens; FD 50mm. F 
3.5. S.S.C.. with extension tube 
FD 25. Absolutely new-never 
been used! Bob Schurk, 352 3*13. 
1973 vw Karmann Ghla. 4 spd , 
radio, low miles. 353 4743 alter 
4pm. 
TEAC 160, stereo cassette deck 
with Dolby. Excell. cond. S120.00. 
3520300 
Used    apartment 
535 00. 351 H»l 
site    couch. 
FOR RINT 
FOR SAL* 
1973 Cutlet* Supreme. PS., P.B., 
AIR. AM-FM, all power ac- 
cessorles 354 1559. 
Compact refrigerator, prac- 
tically NEW. only S100. Call Jan 
at 372 1513. 
AM-FM stereo receiver, • track 
NEWLOVE    APTS.    SUMMER 
RENTALS. 
507 E. Merry A134 Sixth St., S350 
summer qtr. Plu* elec. 3 bedrm. 
turn. 
203 S. Church, duplex, 3 bedrm. 
unfurn.   S450 summer  qtr.   plu* 
gas A elec. 
Call Newlove Realty, 352 5163. 
Fern., AC.  1 bedrm  apt*. (34 
Sixth St. Rent SIS* A alec, far 
summer qtr. Call 151-1313 eves. 
Lg.  turn,  house  1  block from 
campus   202 Troup. This lovely 
home need*  2  F. to make  It 
complete.     Renting    lor     79 80 
school year. Also this summer. 
353 055*after 10:30pm. 
Mobile    home   to   sub Is.   for 
summer Qtr. 3*'. Furn., S130-mo. 
A elec. Across from Offenhauer. 
Call 353 1511  
2 bedrm , 2 bath apt. to sublet for 
summer. Frazee Apts. Ph. 352 
6129  
Small 2 bedrm. house, unfurn. 1 
bedrm. apt., furn. Both ntar 
campus. 12 mo. leases. Effective 
June 15. PH. 352 73*5.  
Houses, apts A rooms for 
summer rentals only. All near 
campus   Ph   352 '345  
For summer 521 E. Merry (near 
Offenhauer Towers). 2 bedrm. 
furn apt. AC. 1350-entire sum- 
mer. John Newlove Real Estate. 
3526553 
CAMPUS MANOR now renting 
lor Summer. Special Rate*. AC. 
Ph 352 9302 or 352 7365 eves 
Hampton House now renting for 
summer A tall Ph 353 6293. 
Thurstln Manor Apts. AC. fully 
carpeted, cable vision, eftlc, 
laundry facll., now leasing lor 
summer A fall. 451 Thurstln Ave. 
3525435.  
Apt. 606 E Wooster ecross from 
Founders. 2 bedrm.. turn. S360 
mo. Fall Vacancy. 353-739*. 
^mmm^^^^ 
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BG softball team wins 
first over Masking urn 
by LaVer ne Allgood 
A split with Musklngum College 
enabled Bowling Green's women's 
softball team to get Its first taste of 
victory as a varsity squad. The Falcons 
lost the opener of the double header, 3-0, 
and rallied back to take the nightcap 17- 
11 
In the first game, the Fighting 
Muskies managed three runs on three 
hits off BG pitcher Laurie Garrison. 
Garrison also allowed four walks and 
had one strikeout. 
The Muskingum pitcher in the opener 
threw a sling shot style pitch which was 
harder to hit because the pitcher goes 
through more motions before the 
delivery, making it tough for the batter 
to pick up the ball. 
Maryellen Carey, Toni Hess and Sis 
Casto each managed to survive the 
sling shot style to get one hit each. 
"Laurie did a super Job at the plate. 
Unfortunately, we couldn't get the 
back-to-back hits we needed," assistant 
coach Marty Litherland said. 
"We were a much improved team 
this weekend. Defensively we made our 
mistakes at crucial times that resulted 
in giving up a run," Litherland said. 
"For the most part, we played a very 
steady defense. The confidence is 
beginning to grow." 
The second game was a "slugfest," 
according to Litherland. The Fighting 
Muskies out hit the Falcons nine to 
eight. 
The Falcons started off in the first 
inning with six runs. The highlight of 
the game came in the second inning 
when Cather, Spencer and Hess loaded 
the bases with singles. One out later, 
Cheryl Zook cleaned the bases with the 
first grand slam homer for the season 
and BG's women's softball history. 
"During practice, we were con- 
centrating on hitting the ball out in 
front of the plate and shortening the 
swing," Zook explained. 
"The team is a lot more relaxed and 
confident, more so than in the Miami 
game," Zook said. 
Lisa Shelly, a pitcher and transfer 
student from Miami, likes the en- 
thusiasm of the Bowling Green team. 
"I'm really excited because we made 
more improvements. Our goal is the 
state tournament in May, and since the 
rain has delayed a lot of our games 
these next three weeks will be hectic." 
The Falcons, 1-3, will travel to Ohio 
Northern tomorrow for a single game 
starting at 4:30 p.m. 
As far as pitching, BG coach Kathy 
Bole is undecided on a starter 
tomorrow. 
Dawn Noel show* har winning form in the 100-metar hurdles at the 
BG Invitational Saturday. The Falcon* finished third in the nine 
staff pholo by Frank Breithaupt 
team Held behind Central Michigan and Michigan. 
Falcons third in BG Invitational 
Rodgers wins at Boston 
BOSTON (AP) - American champ 
Bill Rodgers, striding arms up through 
cold   rain,   kicked   away   from   all 
Intramural 
note 
Entry forms for water polo are due 
today at 5 p.m. in the Intramural office, 
201 Memorial Hall. Forms are 
available from fraternity and residence 
hall athletic chairmen and from the 
intramural office.  
challengers yesterday to win his 
third Boston Marai hon and set a rec- 
ord as well. 
Rodgers clocked an unofficial time of 
2 hours, 9 minutes and 27 seconds In the 
83rd running of the event, becoming the 
fourth man in history to win more than 
two marathons here. 
Rodgers eclipsed his own Boston 
record of 2 hours, 9 minutes and 55 
seconds, set in 1975. 
BE COMFORTABLE 
THIS SUMMER IN AN 
AIR CONDITIONED APT. 
GREENBRIAR SOUTH 
803-815 Eighth St. 
2 Bedroom $140 plus electric 
Call 352-0717 
or stop by 224 E. Wooster 
by Dave Lewandowekl 
assistant sports editor 
Central Michigan and the University of Michigan each won seven events at 
the Bowling Green Invitational women's track and field meet Saturday, but the 
Chippewas won the team title with depth. 
CMU totaled 180 points to outdistance the runner-up Wolverines with 127 and 
the host Falcons with 123. Miami placed a distant fourth with 55 points while 
Kent State (53.5), Ohio Wesleyan (36), Defiance (7), Central State (5) and 
Toledo (4) rounded out the nine team field. 
"We had more depth in the events than the rest of the field today," CMU 
double-winner Judy Pearce said. "We have a good team and I think it shows. We 
won as many events as they (Michigan) did but those second and -hird place 
finishes help out a lot." 
Pearce led the Chippewas with a new meet record in the discus with a 123-4 
throw and came back to win the shot put with a 42-21* effort. 
CMU CAPTURED four second places in the meet and added five third place 
finishes for its winning total. Michigan managed three second places spots 
and two third place finishes. 
BG had two first place finishers in the meet. The Falcons added six second 
and six third places finishes for their total. 
The hurdlers led the BG corps with three places. Jenny Thornton won the 400- 
RIDGE MANOR AP?S. 
519 RIDGE ST. 
SUMMER RENTALS 
Bedroom Townhouse style 
1-2 persons $140°° 
3-4 persons $160°° 
MODEL APT. No. 16 
MON., TUES., WED., 6:30-9:00 
OR CALt RENTAL OFFICE   352-0717 
HEALTH 
PROFESSIONALS 
Your skills are needed in 
developing countries all over 
the world. Paid travel, living 
allowance, medical care. 
Must be U.S. citizen, single- 
married, no dependents. No 
upper age limit. Contact the 
Peace Corps. 
meter hurdles in 1:05.6 while Joy Clawson placed second in the same event with 
a 1:08.4 clocking. Dawn Noel captured first place in the 100-meter hurdles in 
14.8. 
Carol Hursh finished second in the long jump with a leap of 17-5 while Sue 
Klembarsky placed second in the shot put with a 41-11 heave. Clawson came 
back to place second in the 400-meter dash in 60.1. 
BECKY DODSON took a second in the 1,500-meter run in 4:54.9 while Jane 
Guilford captured second in the 100-meter dash in 12.0. 
BG picked up third place finishes from Mary Zarn in the high jump, Connie 
Mack in the 5,000-meter run, Klembarsky in the discus and the 400-meter, 4 x 
400-meter relay and the 4 x 800-meter relay teams. 
Chris Sharpe set a new meet record in the 100-meter dash with a time of 11.9 
breaking the mark set last year. 
The Falcons failed to place a competitor in only one event-the javelin. Last 
year BG finished fourth in the 22-team field. 
Sharpe said the competition was stiff during the meet, enough to push her to 
the new 100-meter mark. 
"Jane (Guilford) gave roe a lot of push during the race," Sharpe said. "The 
track here is great. It's really springy and you can get a grip on it. BGhad 
a good showing and I think it' II be a race when the Mid-American Invitational 
comes around." 
The tracksters travel to the Michigan State Invitational this Saturday. 
-LOW SUMMER RATES- 
FOR AN APARTMENT TO MEET 
YOUR NEEDS 
EFFICIENCIES 
1-2-3 BEDROOM 
Prices ranging from $50.00 - $175.00 
Call 352-0712 or stop by 
MAURER-GREEN RENTAL OFFICE 
224 E. Wooster St. 
EDUCATION-SPECIAL ED 
Education-Special Ed 
majors needed for special 
jobs in Asia, South America 
and Africa. Help others build 
better futures while you get 
valuable experience. Must 
be U.S. citizen, single- 
married, no dependents. No 
upper age limit. Contact 
Peace Corps. 
4 DAYS TILL CYCLETHON 
SATURDAY APRIL 21 St 
8a.m.-lp.m. 
11 COURSES 
INCLUDING BCSU 
!! PRIZES!! 
STERCO CLEARANCE HOUSE 
HAS LOWEST STEREO 
PIMHT IX7M Rtcrtvt*- iwt 
TictMtci SLUM T.rntlW HIS. 
AMI CS7MD CatMlt* 1115 
Of fr^tCaWtri—, wwr *»««nt> O" ■*»•(<» bran*, •wn M—w pncaw an out 
****** ■—cull IT—» S*nd now CM) hrm 
out "mm M kuf eurrw 17 M MM WI »•» 
UN iNfMCWs-nHMtOMI  tOM 
for the latest 
in teaching 
aids 
come see 
POST OFFICE BOX 797 
175N MAIN ST 
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402 
Ik* 
A plua n«v«r had It so good, w 
PIZZAS-SUBS 
Fast Free Delivery   352-5166 
Researcher seeks persons 
stimulated or amused by 
photographs of dead 
squirrels or eels. 
Williams Hall, 11 
SUMMER RATES!!! 
BE AN EARLY BIRD 
MRRY ST APTS 
2 Bedroom-2 Bath 
Dishwasher-Disposal 
$175 plus electric 
| Call 352-0717 or stop by 224 E. Wooster St. 8 
lx:::::::::::::::::::::::::vW:::::XS^ 
HOME EC-NUTRITION 
Home Ec-Nutrltion majors. 
Th* beat way to combat 
hunger In developing nation 
la not to send food, but to ■end experts like yourself. 
You can teach basic health 
and nutrition to poor people 
in village* In Alia, Africa, 
and Latin America. Hie beat 
way for you to start your 
career Is with Peace Corps. 
Contact rapraaanlalliiii. 
Phona: 362*5656 
Tolado 
3400 Glendale Avtnul 
Toledo, Ohio 43614 
Southland Shopping canlar 
Phont: 352-8434 
Bowling G'acn 
DELICATESSEN 
& WINE SHOP 
Family Onmed 4 Operate/) 
&nce 1962 
1066 Norlh Main SUM! 
Bowling Graan, Ohio 43402 
Naxt lo lha Slate Liquor stora 
VOTE 
******* 
student 
services 
ticKet 
•    •**•** 
VOTE 
Don't Miss 
Science fiction 
Week 
April l6Hi-20rh 
Apr. 16-Monday 
Movie-"The Time Machine"- 
PM-210 Math Sci 
8:00 
fc©» 
(c) Star Wars Corporation 
AU EVENTS ARE FREE! 
Sponsored by: 
Student Activities, Physics, 
Philosophy, Pop Culture, 
English, 
Radio and TV, and Computer 
Science 
Apr. 17-Tuesday 
Speaker-"Laser, the Light Fantastic"-12:45 
PM-Commuter Center 
"Science Fiction and the Future"-e.00 
nun in 
(Stanley Schmidt, Editor of A—log) 
"Creating Worlds and Futures" 
(Stanley Schmidt) 5:30 220 MS 
"Using a Telescope-Stars & Planets"- 
9:30 PM roof of Life Science Building 
Apr. lS-Wedneaday 
Speaker--Computers and Science Fiction"-e:30 
PM-210MS 
(Dr. Buell-Computer Science Dept. Professor) 
Apr. It-Thursday 
Speaker-' 'Movie Magic: The Special Effects 
of Star Wars and Beyond"-fl:00 PM- 
Grand Ballroom, Union (Jamie Shourt- 
Academy Award Winner for special 
effects on Star Wars) 105 Manna 
Apr. It-Friday 
9:00 AM-Workshop for Special Effects 
(Jamie Shourt) 
iiB_»iliiia>»^fc»to*ifc«4»»;»>««itj.a~in 11 IbVMrtiWai^ai^fcraaaasa^t^ttsaisal IP 
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defeated Otterbein 9-3, 2-1, yesterday and will host Ashland today at Warran 
E. Stallar Field at 1p.m. 
stall photos by George Lundskow 
BG first bsseman Kevin Qlssspooie (31) is called out at second alter stret- l e ani o l o i w e
chlng hla hit Into a double end then overelidlng the beg. The Falcons e  
Falcons sweep two from Otterbein in home opener 
by Rob Bouklasen first game, two of which led to the three Second baseman Chuck Black broke     2-1, fashioned a neat four-hitter of his      ground o ut to get out of his only real       hitting the long ball." 
a*^a< —^_.-> a. mni f"\#4n*lw*in annPBri ._    IU-   ru LIU»   _t!L   a   aUiil.   1*   I A(*   I_ aaaaaaaaa     • — J    »l_n    T?nlnn_n    rl-,>^    nwru-lnno • >•«   r.t tlan n i>vm »»•-. • ■^■^—a—       ■■ ■      i_ .        ia _•_■ 
 l a  
•tall reporter 
It took a near miracle by the grounds 
crew to get Stel le r Field ready, but they 
finally did and the Bowling Green 
baseball team seized the long-awaited 
opportunity to play by defeating 
Otterbein College yesterday, 9-3 and 2- 
1. 
The Falcons, who have been rained, 
snowed, or frozen out of eight dates so 
far this season, started out looking as If 
that was exactly the case. 
They committed five errors in the 
first , t  f i  l  t  t  t r  
runs Otterbein scored. 
DAVE NESPICA led off Otterbein's 
half of the fourth inning by reaching 
first on an error by third baseman Jim 
Selgo BG pitcher Orel Hershiser got 
the next two batters out only to give up 
successive RBI singles to the next three 
Otterbein hitters. 
The other error came on a fielding 
bobble by centerfielder Jeff Groth. 
The Falcon hitting attack wasn't 
much better as Otterbein pitcher Chuck 
Senne held BG hitless for f our-and-two- 
thirds innings. 
up the no-hitter with a single to left in 
the fifth inning with two men out. With a 
combination of a walk, an error, a 
single, a double and a triple that 
followed Black's hit, the Falcons scored 
five runs to put them ahead to stay. 
IN THE SIXTH inning the Falcons 
came up with four insurance runs with 
two two-run homers delivered by 
catcher Dave Kotowski and Selgo. 
Hershiser went the distance for BG 
giving up four hits and striking out six 
to up his record to 2-1. 
In the second game, Ed Stacey, also 
own and the Falcons played errorless 
ball this time in knocking off Otterbein, 
now 11-8. 
BG got its first run in the third inning 
when, with the bases loaded, right- 
fielder Dana Dowers was hit by a pitch 
from Otterbein's Andy Swope to force 
home a run. 
OTTERBEIN followed in its half of 
the fourth with three consecutive base 
hits to score its only run of the game. In 
that same inning, they had the bases 
loaded with one out, but Stacey struck 
out Greg Steger and got Brad Tucker to 
r t t t t f i  l r l 
jam of the game. 
In the fifth inning, BG's Mark Shane 
walked and moved to third on a hit-and- 
run single to right by Dowers. Third 
baseman Jim Suszka brought Shane 
home with the winning run on a ground 
out to shortstop. 
BG coach Don Purvis admitted to 
being happy about the victories, but 
said, "We made an awful lot of 
mistakes. We will have to play better 
than that if we hope to do well the rest of 
the season. 
"I think we will play out of it, though. 
At least we showed we are capable of 
 
HE ADDED that he thought the 
pitching was adequate with both pit- 
chers having trouble keeping the ball 
down in the strike zone. 
The Falcon* now 7-6, play today at 1 
p.m. at Steller Field in a doubleheader 
against Ashland College. Chris Dill and 
Gary Reiter will pitch for the Falcons, 
according to Purvis. 
Flratgame 
Otterbein    ooo 100 0 1 ' 3 
BG 000 05' x 9 7 i 
Second game 
Otterbein     000 100 0 1 J 1 
BG 001 010 X 2 5 0 
Relay teams shine 
by Dave Lewandowskl 
assistant sports editor 
Two relay teams placed for Bowling 
Green's men's track team at the 
Dogwood Relays in Knoxville, Term., 
last weekend, but that was enough to 
please BG coach Mel Brodt. 
well," Brodt said. "With the com- 
petition they went up against at the 
meet, you can tell what kind of top 
flight athletes were there." 
The two relays were the only BG 
teams to place in the meet, but that fact 
does not discourage Brodt. 
"There   were   others   that   came 
The distance medley squad of John . through  with a good effort," Brodt 
Anich, Ivor Emmanuel, Steve Housley, 
and Kevin Ryan placed second at the 
prestigious meet with a time of 9:37.7. 
The time broke the school record of 9:41 
set in 1977 by Ryan, Emmanuel, Anich 
and Gary Desjardins. 
The Falcons' 4 x 1,500-meter relay 
team of Bob Lunn, Housley, Ryan and 
Anich placed fourth in the field with a 
time of 15:08.2. Lunn started off the 
contingent with a 3:51.2 clocking, 
Housley followed with a time of 3:46.1, 
Anich recorded a 3:48.2 and Ryan sped 
home with a 3:42.5 time. The time is the 
equivalent of a 16:30.9 4-mile relay. 
GEORGETOWN placed ahead of the 
Falcons in the distance medley with a 
time of 9:33.3 while Villanova set a new 
NCAA record in the 4 x 1,500-meter 
relay with a time of 15:05.7. 
"These two relay teams, with the 
personnel  they  had,   ran  extremely 
said. "It wasn't good enough to place w 
the field but we got a lot of experience 
out of others. I thought they did ex- 
tremely well." 
Brodt said the relay teams are like an 
adhesive-they bond the team together. 
"THE RELAY team serves the 
purpose of bringing a group together," 
Brodt said. "If one individual has a bad 
race then the whole relay team suf- 
fers." 
The Falcons are back in action today 
with a home meet against Mid- 
American Conference opponent Central 
Michigan at 3 p.m. at Whittaker track. 
"I think it's going to be a real close 
meet," Brodt said. "They've got top 
flight personnel in a lot of events. They 
have the half-mile MAC champ and 
have depth in the shot and discus. They 
have only one competitor in the long 
and triple jump but he's always counted 
on to take a first" 
BG laxers defeat Kenyon handily 
by Pat Kennedy Plaunt   said   the   Kenvon   contest      elves us something to work on. We-till     beat us in overtime last year and this 
ESPANOL 
El CuerpodePazY VISTA 
necisitan su fadlidad en el 
idioma espanol y su 
preparadon para poder 
luchaer contra la pobreza. 
Por el trabaJo mas difidl que 
usted puede amar, busque un 
conaejero. 
ABORTION 
TOLL FREE 
9 a.m.-10 p.m. 
1 -800-438-8039 
lUaJCRIM 
TuSKST 
Business grade urgently 
needed for positions In 
VISTA (Volunteen In Ser- 
vice to America) and Peace 
Corps. Serve in developing 
nations In AsU, Africa, South 
America with Peace Corps. 
VISTA'S serve In poor urban 
and rural reaa of the United 
States. Travel, living ex- 
penses, medical benefits. 
For Info, contact 
representatives. 
FRANCAIS 
Est-ce que vous voulez f alre 
quelque chose de special 
avec votre capacite de 
parler la langue francaise? 
Contactez le Corps de la 
Paix. 
•tail reporter 
After playing an erratic first half, 
Bowling Green's men's lacrosse team 
took command of the game and handed 
the Kenyon Lords a 16-6 loss. 
"It was a strange game. Kenyon 
didn't think they could have won it (the 
game) when they came on the field," 
BG coach Jim Plaunt said. "We took an 
early 4-0 lead and let up from then. They 
I Kenyon) would have been out of the 
game early. We didn't play well in the 
first half. We played like they did. 
"We cleared the ball well, had the 
breaks, and couldn't finish them off. 
We've had three home games this year 
and haven't played on the same field 
twice. That's not really home field 
advantage." 
BOWLING GREEN held a 6-3 half- 
time lead and extended the margin to 
104 after three periods before taking 
charge. 
Falcon scoring was lead by Grant 
Napear with five goals. Mute Squires 
chippped in four, Tommy McNicholas, 
Matt Kelley, and Chris Sanders two 
each, while John Schmitt added one in 
the victory. P.J. Doran assisted in four 
goals. 
l t i t y t t 
allowed him to play everybody and he 
saw some things he liked. 
"Mark Gruntwagen played well In 
goal, screening a lot on a couple of their 
goals," he said. "I'm still counting on 
him (Gruntwagen) heavily-he could 
play anytime. If Murph (Tim Murphy) 
doesn't look good in practice, then 
Mark would play. I like to think nobody 
has any spot nailed down-anybody 
could come in. 
"The defense played well, but the 
attack didn't play with authority. The 
midfield still has trouble playing 
against  six  defensive  sticks,  which 
gi e 
have a lot of stuff to work on." 
FOR THE first time all season, 
Plaunt said, the opposition had more 
penalty time, but noted a problem with 
the new situation. 
"We changed our man-up offenw- and 
It didn't work," i i said, "We have to 
play a lot better mis weekend if we 
want to beat Ohio State." 
The Buckeyes, one of BG's Red 
Division foes, will present formidable 
opposition in Saturday's contest, Plaunt 
said. 
"They're a very capable team. They 
beat us in overti e last year and this is 
our big grudge battle," he said. 
"They're returning most of last year's 
championship team." 
One of those returning Buckeyes will 
be Terry Gilmore. 
"Terry Gilmore was the outstanding 
player in the league last year," Plaunt 
said. "He's played atack and I think he 
will return to the midfield position. He's 
not quite at effective attack as at 
midfield, but I expect to see him at both 
places. 
"We're looking forward to the game 
and we have to get ready. We have to 
build toward Saturday. 
Homer lifts Tribe; Tigers win 
BOSTON (AP)-Toby Harrah's two-run homer, the first 
home run by a Cleveland player this season, highlighted a 
three-run fifth inning that helped the Indians edge the Boston 
Red Sox 4-3 yesterday. 
Bobby Bonds drove in a run and scored twice, and Rick 
Wise, 1-2, helped Cleveland to its second victory of the year. 
Wise surrendered six hits before being relieved in the 
seventh by Sid Monge. 
Boston's Fred Lynn hit his fifth homer of the season In the 
third Inning. All have come against Cleveland pitching. 
Rookie Gary Allenson smacked his first homer of the season 
in the seventh, finishing Wise. 
DETROIT (AP)-Steve Kemp, Aurelio Rodriquez and Alan 
Trammell drove in two runs each yesterday, to lead the 
Detroit Tigers to a 10-4 rout of the Kansas Gty Royals. 
Kemp had a two-run single in the second Inning and later 
added a double and a single. Rodriguez singled in a run in the 
third and knocked in another in the seventh when he was safe 
on third baseman's George Brett's second error. Trammell 
singled in two runs in the seventh. 
Jack Billingham started for Detroit and picked up the 
victory, his first 1979 decision. Steve Baker relieved in the 
sixth and earned his first save. 
Larry Gura, 1-1, pitched 61-3 innings for the Royals, giving 
up eight hits, nine runs-five of them earned-and five walks. 
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TAVERN 
SPIRITS 
featuring the Rock Band 
("Atlantic Time Zone" 
A Saturday, April 21, 9-1 
Front St. Grand Rapids, Ohio 
GREENBRIAR NORTH 
^       SUMMER RATES 
1 Rm. Efficiency $100°° 
1 Bedroom Apt. $125°° 
A/C $15°° extra 
Call 352-6268 or 352-0717 
r^ 
[S SHOPS. INC 
m 
Parlez-Vous Francais?   # 
Want   to   experience   the   French 
Language and Culture? 
The French House is now accepting 
applications for 1979-80. 
For more Info, call 
Diane Starr at 372-1308 or 372-2671 
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D.J.'s SHOP 
BICYCLES 
Fw Sfrtitij Sales 
& Service 
FUJI 
RALEIGH 
PEUGEOT HEALTH FOODS 
SPORT CYCLERY 
SHIRT SHACK 
115 IV. Merry, BMHR) Green, 352-9157 
[ave a Happy, Healthy Easter 
PHI KAPPA PSI 
L'lL SIS RUSH 
Tuesdoy, April 17th 
7:30 - 9:30 
ALL INTERESTED GIRLS 
WELCOME! 
mooooooooc 
Come In For An Individual Consultation 
on a Personalized Hairstyle. 
QESJOO TO SUIT YOU FACIAL STRUCTURE, 
HAM TYPE, NOY rWOITWIS. 
tLIT STYLE 
at 
THE ARRANGEMENT 
123 E. COURT 
352-4101 
We use and recommend 
SMEDKEN" product, 
ooooooooooooooooooooooooow 
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